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ABSTRACT 
 
Woody plant encroachment (WPE) into historic grasslands not only alters ecosystem 

structure but also yields a mosaic of vegetative growth-forms that differ in their inherent 

physiological capacities and physical attributes. C3 plants tend to have a relatively broad 

range of temperature function but at the expensive of a lower optimum rate of 

photosynthesis.  In contrast, C4 grasses have a greater capacity for maximum uptake but 

across a relatively narrow range of temperatures.  In considering which of these 

functional groups will outcompete the other within these regions undergoing WPE, one 

must account not only for these leaf physiological traits, but also the growth form 

induced differences in rooting depth, and therefore, potential access to deeper subsurface 

water.  Laid upon these competitive interactions is an ever-changing environment, which 

for the semiarid southwestern US is predicted to become progressively warmer and 

characterized by highly variable precipitation with longer interstorm periods.  In addition 

to aboveground changes in CO2 assimilation, WPE influences soil nutrient, water, and 

carbon cycling.  

The objectives of this dissertation were to quantify: (1) the influence that 

temperature and available soil moisture have on regulating soil respiratory efflux within 

the microhabitats that results from WPE to estimate the influence this vegetative change 

will have on ecosystem CO2 efflux; (2) the sensitivity of CO2 uptake within grassland and 

woodland ecosystems to temperature and precipitation input in an effort to characterize 

how WPE might influence regional carbon and water balance; and (3) the role access to 
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stable groundwater has in regulating the temperature sensitivity of ecosystems and their 

component fluxes. 

Major findings and contributions of this research include illustrating seasonal 

patterns of soil respiration within the microhabitats that result from WPE, such that an 

analysis of the relative contributions of these different components could be made.  We 

found that soil respiration was not only consistently greater under mesquites, but that the 

relative contributions of these microhabitats varied significantly throughout the year, the 

duration of soil respiration after each rain was habitat-specific, and that the relationship 

between soil respiration and temperature followed a hysteretic pattern rather than a linear 

function (Appendix A).  We found that a woodland ecosystem demonstrated a lower 

temperature sensitivity than a grassland across all seasonal periods of varying soil 

moisture availability, and that by maintaining physiological function across a wider range 

of temperatures throughout periods of limited precipitation, C3 mesquites were acquiring 

large amounts of carbon while C4 grasses were limited to functioning within a narrower 

range of temperatures (Appendix B).  Finally, we found that having a connectivity to 

stable groundwater decoupled leaf and ecosystem scale temperature sensitivities relative 

to comparable sites lacking such access.  Access to groundwater not only resulted in the 

temperature sensitivity of a riparian shrubland being nearly half that of the upland site 

throughout all seasonal periods, but also actual rates of net ecosystem productivity and 

leaf level rates of photosynthesis being dramatically enhanced (Appendix C). 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Consequences of woody plant encroachment on carbon and water fluxes in the 
southwest and potential implications under climatic change scenarios 

 

Over the last quarter century, atmospheric CO2 concentrations ([CO2]) have been 

rising at astonishing rates, and these changes in the composition of our atmosphere are 

influencing the temperature of our climate, which in turn, are transforming global 

precipitation patterns.  CO2, temperature, and water availability all have profound effects 

on plant and soil biology, in that CO2 is the primary substrate for plant life, and therefore, 

changes in its concentration directly affect the dynamics of life on our planet.  

Temperature fundamentally regulates reaction rates in biology, and water is essential in 

fueling these reactions; thus a concomitant change in these drivers will have profound 

influences on plant and ecosystem productivity.  The means by which plants respond to 

the climatic change is rooted in inherent traits tied to both growth form and also leaf 

physiology and photosynthetic pathway.  A plant’s growth form traits influence its 

phenology by determining growth responses to precipitation events and the length of time 

individuals remain productive through stressful periods of water-limitation and/or high 

temperature.  At the same time, leaf physiological traits determine how well plants 

conduct photosynthesis in response to variations in [CO2], moisture, and temperature.    

Large-scale vegetative change is fundamentally transforming the composition of 

entire regions, resulting in a mosaic of growth forms with varied plant physiological 

abilities for photosynthesis.  Given projections of more variable precipitation and 

increased temperatures, these differences in physiological capacity among growth forms 
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are likely to drive patterns ecosystem scale carbon flux depending on the degree of 

woody versus grass cover within shrublands.  As access to stable subsurface water 

declines with decreased precipitation input, differential patterns of temperature sensitivity 

among growth-forms dependent on connectivity to groundwater will only become more 

important in determining ecosystem carbon source/sink status.  The work described in 

this dissertation sought to quantify the responses of component fluxes (grasses, woody 

plants, and the soil) and entire ecosystems to changes in temperature and available soil 

moisture across seasonal periods of varying precipitation input.  In so doing, I will inform 

our predictions of the consequences of woody expansion on water and CO2 cycling under 

anticipated climate change scenarios.          

 

Patterns of recent and predicted climatic change  

Global atmospheric [CO2] have increased by approximately 36% (100 ppm) over 

the last 250 years, increasing from a long-term (AD 1000–1750) average of 280 ppm 

during the pre-industrial era.  Throughout the 20th century, the pace of increase in 

atmospheric [CO2] has risen dramatically, and since the 1960’s the average rate of 

increase in [CO2] has been 1.4 ppm year-1 (Forster et al. 2007).  This increase in 

atmospheric [CO2] has been altering the ratio of incoming solar radiation relative to 

outgoing infrared (thermal) radiation.  According to the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change, increased absorption and re-emission of thermal radiation by CO2 and 

other greenhouse gas molecules has caused an “unequivocal” warming of our climate 

(IPCC 2007).  Global mean temperature has increased about 0.6°C since the beginning of 
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the 20th century (Easterling et al. 2000), and terrestrial nighttime temperatures have 

warmed at a rate of 2oC per decade (IPCC 2001).  Regionally, surface air temperatures 

have increased approximately 0.25-0.50oC per decade over the last 30 years within the 

semiarid southwestern US (Cubasch et al. 2001; Kimball et al. in press).  Terrestrial air 

temperatures have been predicted to increase between 1.4-5.8oC over the next century 

(IPCC 2001), and ecosystems within the southwestern U.S. are predicted to experience 

warmer daytime temperatures, and an increase in the number of warmer nights (Backlund 

et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 2007; Cubasch et al. 2001; Tebaldi et al. 2006).  In addition 

to becoming warmer, the semiarid southwest is also predicted to become a progressively 

drier region characterized by extreme rain events or increased variability.  Western North 

America has experienced a decrease in precipitation of approximately 15% since 1900 

(Cubasch et al. 2001).  Furthermore, over the last 25 years southern Arizona has seen a 

decrease in not only the total amount of precipitation, but also a reduction in number of 

germination-triggering rain events and a delay in the day of year in which those rains 

arrive (Kimball et al. in press).  Models predict reduced and more variable precipitation 

patterns with longer interstorm periods (Backlund et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 2007; 

Tebaldi et al. 2006), and enhanced interannual variability in the amount of annual 

precipitation, including that which falls within the North American summer monsoon 

(Cubasch et al. 2001; Seager et al. 2007).   

The implications of climatic change on landscape carbon source/sink status is 

likely to vary as ecosystems undergo large-scale vegetative change from grasslands to 

savannas, depending on their differential sensitivities to changing temperatures and 
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precipitation.  Uncertainty in how plant and ecosystems will perform under these 

scenarios has renewed interest in both direct plant responses to changing temperatures, 

and those in conjunction with water stress (Barron-Gafford et al. 2007; Gunderson et al. 

2000; Hikosaka et al. 2006; Lloyd and Farquhar 2008; Medlyn et al. 2002a; Medlyn et al. 

2002b; Montpied et al. 2009; Sage et al. 2008).  Over the last decade, we have developed 

an ability to measure carbon and water exchanges for whole landscapes to resolve diel 

timescales, greatly pushing ecosystem theory forward from its previous state of relying 

on measures of annual productivity as a means to understand landscape behavior (see 

Baldocchi 2003).   

Quantifying the exchange of carbon between the terrestrial biosphere and the 

atmosphere is an active area of research in the earth system sciences.  One major concern 

lies in identifying whether regions or landscapes are sources or sinks for atmospheric 

carbon across seasonal, annual, and decadal scales.  These analyses draw heavily on 

ecology, hydrology, geology, and micrometeorology to understand source-sink dynamics 

at these different scales.  Climate change has the potential of altering not only an 

ecosystem’s source/sink status for atmospheric carbon, but also creating a transition in 

the species composition of an ecosystem by modifying the environment such that 

different species are successful.  Such transitions in the dominance of species and 

vegetation types due to changes in precipitation and/or temperature have been well 

documented in recent years (Breshears et al. 2008; Crimmins et al. 2009; Kelly and 

Goulden 2008; Kimball et al. in press; Miranda et al. 2009; Thibault and Brown 2008).  

These investigations are particularly interesting for the semiarid Southwest because 
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climate is forecasted to change very rapidly and to a greater extent within this region 

(Diffenbaugh et al. 2008; Seager et al. 2007), and the vegetative and landscape 

consequence are likely to be extensive.   

 

Patterns of recent vegetative change 

The expansion of woody plants into historical grasslands, defined by Goodale and 

Davidson (2002) as ‘‘woody encroachment’’, is a worldwide phenomena that has been 

attributed to anthropogenic activities such as livestock grazing and altered fire regimes 

and to climate change and atmospheric enrichment of CO2 (McPherson 1997; Van Auken 

2000).  Woody plant encroachment (WPE) has been documented throughout regions of 

varied water status (Jackson et al. 2002; Knapp et al. 2008b; Van Auken 2009).  

Examples include: Juniperus spp. movement into the US Central Plains (see McKinley et 

al. 2008), creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) encroachment into the American southwest 

(Buffington and Herbel 1965), and mesquite (Prosopis spp.) expansion worldwide 

(Archer 1994; Harding and Bate 1991; McClaran 2003; Zimmermann 1991).  Up to 

approximately 60 million ha are estimated to have shifted from semiarid grassland to 

shrubland within southwestern North America alone over the last century (Van Auken 

2000).   

WPE has an enormous potential to substantially alter ecosystem attributes such as 

incoming solar radiation (Breshears et al. 1998; Villegas et al. 2010), nutrient cycling and 

availability (Hibbard et al. 2001; McLain et al. 2008; Throop and Archer 2008), net 

ecosystem exchange of carbon (Hughes et al. 2006; Jackson et al. 2000; Scott et al. 
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2006b), and, ultimately, ecosystem structure and function (Huxman et al. 2005; Jackson 

et al. 2002).  This is particularly true in arid and semiarid regions where water is often 

scarce and high temperatures are abundant.  Carbon budget analyses have suggested that 

woody encroachment in dryland and montane ecosystems represent a potentially large, 

but highly uncertain, portion of the North American carbon sink (Pacala et al. 2001; 

2000).  This ecosystem-scale vegetative change in fundamentally altering the 

composition of entire regions, resulting in a mixture of native C4 grasses and C3 shrubs 

that differ in their fundamental properties of photosynthesis, degree of water-use 

efficiency, and thermal tolerance.  Given projections of more variable precipitation and 

increased temperatures, these differences are likely to drive patterns ecosystem scale 

carbon flux, depending on the degree of woody versus grass cover within shrublands. 

Understanding how grasslands, intermediate grass-shrub mosaics, and woodlands 

respond to climatic change is important for modeling rates of future woody encroachment 

under predicted climate change scenarios. 

 

Leaf physiological responses to temperature and the relative importance of growth 
form as compared to leaf level physiological traits in determining seasonal patterns of 
carbon flux  
 
A plant’s capacity to respond to the climatic change is based on species-specific traits of 

leaf physiology, photosynthetic pathway and growth form.  Understanding leaf level 

seasonal photosynthetic temperature responses is essential for modeling ecosystem 

carbon balance and predicting carbon cycle responses to climate change (Hikosaka et al. 

2007), because within a single season, leaves are subjected and respond to temperature 
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across multiple time scales.  Plant photosynthetic rates (A) have a temperature optima 

(Topt) in accordance with the Arrhenius function (Farquhar et al. 1980), increasing to a 

point beyond which rates decline depending on the plant’s thermal tolerance 

characteristics (Figure 1).  Sage et al. (2008) noted that under predicted warming 

scenarios, leaves may frequently warm past their thermal optima.  Beyond that point, the 

capacity for electrons to be transported by the photosynthetic apparatus in chloroplasts to 

drive carbon fixation becomes limiting and/or the primary enzymes and controlling 

factors driving carboxylation (such as Rubisco activase) 

become heat labile and reduce photosynthetic capacity. 

 

Kirschbaum (2004) proposed that climatic warming alone is likely to favor C4 species 

over C3 species in mixed ecosystems because of their demonstrated ability to perform at 

higher temperatures (Berry and Björkman 1980).  However, the physical structure and 

Figure 1.   
Typical temperature 
response curve for net CO2 
uptake within a C3 and a C4 
plant.  Growth-form traits 
may complicate this classic 
understanding of what type 
of photosynthetic pathway 
will result in dominant rates 
of productivity, particularly 
under projected climate 
change scenarios of warmer 
temperatures and more 
variable precipitation. 
 
Redrawn from Berry and 
Bjorkman, 1980. 
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growth-form traits associated with the encroaching woody plants may complicate this 

simple understanding of what type of plant will dominate under projected temperature 

and precipitation regimes. 

Bunchgrasses are hemicryptophytes (HEs) plants with re-sprouting meristems that 

survive stressful periods at the soil surface, protected by the soil and dead portions of the 

plant (Esser 1995; Raunkiær 1977).  More importantly they are a growth-form that has 

comparatively little biomass allocated to deep rooting relative to aboveground leaf area.  

Mesquite (Prosopis spp.) can be considered either chamaephytes (CHs) or phanerophytes 

(PHs), in that they are deeper-rooted woody plants that can have re-sprouting meristems 

situated close to the ground when the growing season becomes unfavorable (CHs) or 

buds that continue to project into the air on stems and live for several years (PHs; 

Raunkiær 1977).  Prosopis are sometimes phreatophytic PHs, meaning that in certain 

physiographic positions (riparian, as opposed to upland) they are able to derive water 

from subsurface sources and are more or less decoupled from rainfall (Carpenter 1956).  

Traits related to these plant growth/life forms can play an important role, in not only plant 

carbon and water flux (Evanari et al. 1975), but also ecosystem scale hydrologic 

processes because of variation in traits such as vertical root distribution (Schenk and 

Jackson 2002) and maximum rooting depth (Canadell et al. 1996).  As woody plants 

(CHs and PHs) move into hemicryptophytic grasslands, they may alter ecosystem water 

balance by increasing the depth from which plants extract water for transpiration (Hultine 

et al. 2006; Huxman et al. 2005), as detailed below.  
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During the seasonal transitions to and from periods of greater precipitation, such 

as that which occurs during the initiation of the North American Monsoon in the 

southwestern US, plant growth form traits influence phenology.  These traits determine 

both the lag in plant growth responses after the initiation of summer rains and the length 

of time a species will remain productive through stressful periods of subsequent dry-

down (Smith et al. 1996).  HEs by definition have fewer resources semi-permanently 

allocated towards root biomass than CHs and PHs, and this constrains their productivity 

during this transition to the period of greater precipitation input because they must 

generate the absorptive roots necessary to capture available soil moisture during 

favorable seasons.  The positive aspect of this tradeoff is a greater potential to allocate 

resources to intense exploitation and capture of ephemeral soil moisture resources in a 

relatively dense network of roots near the base of the plant (Nobel 1981).  CHs and PHs 

also have a lag in their upregulation in response to the onset of summer rains as 

meristems are initiated, but in riparian settings the delays can be offset.  Phreatophytes 

can tap into groundwater resources that become available long before summer 

precipitation arrives, allowing for canopy development months before other growth-

forms are triggered.  Here, PH phenology, and therefore seasonal carbon assimilation, is 

driven by growth form rather than leaf physiological traits.  During the transition from 

the rainy period, growth form traits again become important in that CH and PH shed 

leaves.  This increased root:shoot ratio greatly reduces water stress, while resulting in 

substantially increased carbon assimilation, stomatal conductance, and transpiration rates 

in the remaining leaves (Westman 1981).  However, CHs and PHs must allocate a greater 
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proportion of their resources to maintenance of meristems and non-photosynthetic 

conductive, protective (bark), and supportive (stem) tissue than HEs, even in unfavorable 

times of limited photosynthesis, resulting in greater maintenance respiration (Smith et al. 

1996).  

During prolonged periods of active growth, leaf physiological traits and the 

conversion of resources into growth and reproductive development become more 

important than growth-form traits (Smith et al. 1996).  Examples include the period after 

canopy development in the pre-monsoon period, the rainy period when water resources 

are more consistently available for all growth-forms (monsoon), or during the post-

monsoon when it is dry and cool but the canopies are still fully expanded.  That is not to 

say that within these seasonal periods that growth form traits are not important, when in 

fact they may be the very driver of water resource acquisition that allows for leaf 

function.  In terms of leaf physiological traits, leaf nitrogen concentration, a direct 

contributor to leaf photosynthetic capacity, is often significantly greater in woody plants 

than grasses.  However, nitrogen concentration and photosynthetic capacity have been 

shown to decrease with leaf age in woody plants as resources are redistributed to newer 

leaves to improve leaf photosynthetic yield (Field and Mooney 1983; Kitajima et al. 

1997).  Smith et al. (1996) note that there is a respiratory cost to having a lot of 

photosynthetic machinery invested in a leaf.  In order to maintain maximal rates of 

photosynthesis during periods of highly available soil moisture, a plant would need to 

have leaves packed with large amounts of nitrogen-based photosynthetic machinery and 
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have high stomatal densities.  During the post-monsoon period, those leaves with higher 

nitrogen concentrations would have higher maintenance respiration costs.   

Leaf physiological traits determine the relative ratios of net carbon assimilation 

and respiratory loss to gross CO2 flux across a range of temperatures, and the species-

specific leaf physiology will directly influence a plant’s potential for assimilation.  In 

riparian areas, being phreatophytic better equips plants to remain productive under the 

stress of higher temperatures and vapor pressure deficits (VPD).  Within more arid or 

upland environments, where water is scarce even during “rainy periods”, the ability of C4 

grasses which often outperform C3 plants (photosynthetically) at higher temperatures may 

allow for greater seasonal carbon assimilation than woody plants (Berry and Björkman 

1980; Shmida and Burgess 1988).  This difference in water access results in a 

temperature response that is tied to physiographic position.  Within the context of 

differing dependence on precipitation input, we lack a fundamental understanding of the 

capacity of these two growth forms to endure the stress of extreme temperatures, to 

acclimate to seasonal changes in temperature, or to tolerate concurrent variations in VPD 

that accompany fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity.  Across a growing 

season, how plastic are leaf- and ecosystem scale responses to temperature (Figure 1; 

horizontal lines)?  Which type of temperature response results in more carbon uptake for 

a plant ~ having a large range of function with a lower maximum or having a more 

narrow range in exchange for significantly greater peak assimilation?  Does access to 

stable groundwater confound these ratios of component fluxes to ecosystem carbon and 

water exchange?   
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The influence of vegetative growth form and physiographic position on water use 

strategy 

In semiarid regions, groundwater use increases non-linearly with percent woody cover in 

a WPE gradient, even when depth to groundwater has also decreased (Fravolini et al. 

2005; Scott et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2004; Scott et al. 2006a).  Riparian woodland water 

use is constrained by time between frosts in the spring by the development of viable leaf 

area and in the fall when the frost-sensitive vegetation begins to experience leaf loss 

(Scott et al. 2004).  High temperatures and VPD still induce some stomatal closure in 

mature mesquites in the late afternoon within riparian settings, despite a stable supply of 

groundwater.  Therefore mesquites are still somewhat sensitive to aboveground water 

stress, though likely more so in upland settings where stable groundwater is not 

accessible.  Within semiarid regions, grassland ecosystem productivity is more sensitive 

to precipitation input than woodland or mixed vegetation ecosystems because grasses 

have less connectivity to stable groundwater sources due to growth form based 

differences in rooting depth (Ehleringer et al. 1991; Golluscio et al. 1998; Potts et al. 

2006b; Scott et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2006).  That is not to say that all ecosystems 

comprised of or dominated by deep rooting woody plants are relatively insensitive to 

precipitation inputs.  There are clear topographical or physiographic influences on 

ecosystem responses to precipitation input, both in terms the timing and amount of 

precipitation, in that riparian woodlands are significantly less sensitive to monsoon events 

than upland sites, whether those rains are small or large (Potts et al. 2008; Scott et al. 

2006a).  Mesquite plant water potential, a metric of plant water stress, has been shown to 
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be quite responsive in upland ecosystems to larger precipitation events (>35mm) than 

smaller pulses (Fravolini et al. 2005), illustrating a differential effect of event size in 

more water stressed shrublands.  Knapp et al. (2008a) suggest, based on a simple “bucket 

model” of soil water availability, that dryland ecosystems which are “usually stressed” 

under current precipitation patterns of frequent, but small events may actually become 

only “intermittently stressed” under patterns of less frequent, but more extreme 

precipitation events of greater size.  The rational being that large events may more 

completely recharge the soil water reservoir available to plants, increasing the time soil 

water content is above stress thresholds.  The fact that precipitation patterns are predicted 

to become more variable with more large events may differentially benefit mesquites, 

which appear to respond more favorable to large events, over grasses that have evolved a 

rooting system aimed at quickly capturing smaller precipitation pulses. 

 One means of quantifying connectivity between precipitation and water-use is to 

monitor ecosystem scale evapotranspiration (ET) alongside amounts of rainfall.  ET 

refers to the concomitant fluxes of water from an ecosystem by way of direct soil 

evaporation (E) and transpiration (T) by the vegetation.  Vegetative cover change due to 

WPE can influence the partitioning of ET into these flux components, both in terms of 

differential access to stable subsurface water and to the percentage of an area that 

becomes open bare-soil spaces, which have higher rates of E relative to T.  Within 

riparian environments, nearby grasslands and woodlands had significantly different 

relationships between total ET and the amount of precipitation received, in that the 

grassland’s ET equaled roughly that of precipitation, while the ET from the woodland 
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was more than 300% greater than precipitation input (Scott et al. 2000).  These results 

highlight a disconnect between water influx by precipitation and efflux by the ecosystems 

that can result when a site has access to stable groundwater.   

The relationships between ET partitioning, total ET, and vegetative cover are 

complicated by physiographic position, that is whether a site is located within a riparian 

or upland position.  The ratio of total T:ET throughout a two-year-long study on ET 

partitioning was significantly higher for an upland grass-dominated than a mixed shrub-

dominated ecosystem.  This ratio did not fluctuate systematically with variation in 

amounts or timing of precipitation, suggesting that ET partitioning within these 

ecosystems were relatively insensitive to those variables (Moran et al. 2009).  ET at these 

same sites was strongly correlated with enhanced vegetative index, a metric of 

“greenness” of a site by way of satellite imagery, but only moderately correlated with the 

amount of precipitation received.  Furthermore, ET was only weakly correlated with net 

radiation (the net amount of incoming-outgoing radiation) or air temperature, suggesting 

that T is the dominant process controlling ET at these sites; the ratios of T to ET ranged 

from 0.75 to 1.0 (Nagler et al. 2007). Ecosystems that have evolved under a more mesic 

water status will have to deal with an increasingly xeric climate, and having an 

understanding of the differences in temperature sensitivity among these landscapes will 

better inform our models of future ecosystem performance. 
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Influence of vegetative growth form and water availability on carbon flux and water 

use efficiency 

Within semiarid ecosystems, gross ecosystem production (GEP) has become increasingly 

more decoupled from precipitation inputs as the degree of WPE at a site increases (Scott 

et al. 2006b; Williams et al. 2006).  Furthermore, the length of the growing season of an 

ecosystem appears to be both extended along a WPE gradient and determined more by air 

temperatures in the spring (end of frost) and fall (first frost) rather than onset and ending 

of precipitation inputs, respectively (Scott et al. 2004).  Because growth form traits 

induced leaf-out in mesquites within a riparian woodland two months prior to onset of 

precipitation, woody plant dominated ecosystems were able to assimilate carbon from the 

atmosphere long before other ecosystems comprised of shallow-rooted, hemicryptophytic 

grasses (Scott et al. 2004).  These growth form based differences yield a significantly 

higher precipitation use efficiency in the woodland throughout the pre-monsoon than the 

grassland, as the mesquite-dominated woodland was assimilating much more carbon, 

though both received little rain.   

These interactions among degree of woody plant cover, variations in carbon flux, 

and precipitation input are not unique to semiarid regions.  Knapp et al. (2008b) 

quantified annual net primary production (ANPP) in paired grass- and shrub-dominated 

patches across a fourfold range in mean annual precipitation (MAP), a key regulator of 

ecosystem carbon input at the continental scale, to determine how WPE effected 

ecosystem carbon balance.  Overall, shrub encroachment led to a fourfold increase in 

ANPP at the continental scale, but there were nuances related to the regions MAP.  WPE 

decreased ANPP in more xeric sites (like the nearby Jornada Experimental Range) while 
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dramatically increasing ANPP by about ~1000 gm-2 at more mesic sites with higher 

MAP.  This difference in response seemed to be related to the productivity of the 

grasslands relative to MAP prior to encroachment and the fact that WPE resulted in a 

greater stimulation in leaf area index in the more mesic than xeric ecosystems (Knapp et 

al. 2008b).   

 Not accounted for in this continental-scale analysis was the influence of 

precipitation event size and the duration of interstorm periods between events, both of 

which are influential in plant physiological responses (Huxman et al. 2004; Noy-Meir 

1973; Schwinning and Sala 2004).  In ecosystems that have not experienced precipitation 

for some time, where plant physiological activity is low, rainfall triggers an initial burst 

of CO2 efflux (respiration) to the atmosphere.  According to a model put forth by 

Huxman et al. (2004), if the event is either large enough or followed by enough smaller 

events to allow for percolation of water to depth and stimulate plant uptake of that water, 

a period of net CO2 uptake by the landscape should occur.  This phase of net CO2 

assimilation results from the concomitant reduction in surface soil water availability, 

which will restrict microbial activity, and an upregulation of photosynthesis.  Evidence of 

these general patterns in nature have been found in both non-manipulative studies in 

riparian woodlands in which precipitation-derived increases in soil moisture generated 

large increases in respiration that then gradually decreased as the surface soil dried 

(Jenerette et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2004), and manipulative experiments within upland 

settings.  Within patch scale plots in an upland grassland, maximum rates of net 

ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEEmax) were reduced immediately following 
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experimentally-delivered rains, consistent with this hypothesized rapid upregulation of 

soil microbes (i.e. increased respiration) and the physical displacement of soil CO2 by 

infiltration (Cable et al. 2008; Potts et al. 2006a).  Furthermore, NEEmax rates increased 

among grassland plots after three days as either respiration decreased or photosynthesis 

increased.  This eventual increase in net CO2 uptake may lag several days behind the 

initial respiratory response, but the degree of that lag is likely related to the growth-form 

of the dominant vegetative cover and the physiographic position of the ecosystem. 

As noted above, carbon uptake in riparian mesquites appears to be less sensitive 

to precipitation events than upland mesquites (Potts et al. 2008), and their phenology 

seems more constrained by temperature than precipitation input (Scott et al. 2004).  

Significantly shorter upregulation periods in riparian sites should both directly affect the 

magnitude and duration of this biological pulse response to precipitation and drive the 

influence that leaf physiological traits have in allowing mesquites or grasses to 

outperform one another.  Differential access to groundwater between woody plants of 

varying size within each topographical setting also appears to underscore the coupling of 

groundwater use and lack of being tied to precipitation for function, in that rates of CO2 

uptake in smaller mesquites are significantly more responsive than larger trees to rain 

events (Potts et al. 2008).  These results highlight the fact that mesquites may have varied 

temperature response functions depending on the degree of WPE, such that younger 

mesquites in newly encroached grasslands may respond significantly differently than 

their older counterparts in fully encroached woodlands.  Ecosystem models, therefore, 

should therefore account for differences in maximum rates of assimilation (Amax), and the 
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range of temperatures over which each species can assimilate carbon across a WPE 

gradient.  Physiographic position also appears to be relevant in that daytime rates of NEE 

at upland grasslands have been shown to be significantly greater than upland shrublands, 

resulting in grasslands having a 1.6-times greater water-use efficiency (WUE; amount of 

carbon gain per water loss from the ecosystem) than nearby shrublands (Emmerich 

2007).  There was a great deal of interannual variation in WUE in this study, suggesting 

that variability in precipitation may likely drive some of this relationship.   

Within their continental-scale analysis, Knapp et al. (2008b) found that WUE 

decreased for grass-dominated sites as the amount of MAP increased from xeric to mesic 

sites, but that rain use efficiency increased substantially in the most mesic of these 

ecosystems in response to WPE.  Ecosystem scale ET and GEP tend to remain positively 

correlated with one another in riparian environments, regardless of the degree of WPE. 

ET and NEE, however, appear to be decoupled from one another in riparian environments 

with increased WPE because heterotrophic soil respiration within woodlands remains 

dependent on precipitation events to stimulate litter and soil surface while plant function 

does not (Scott et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2006); therefore for the same unit of ET, an 

ecosystem can have varying rates of NEE depending on the timing since the last 

precipitation event.  If one were estimating ecosystem WUE based solely on leaf level 

measurements of net CO2 uptake, but do not account for soil efflux, one would result in a 

very different model of sink/source status of CO2 flux in response to precipitation.  

Similarly, by not measuring leaf- and ecosystem-scale measures of carbon and water flux, 

one cannot adequately quantify the relative role of above- and belowground contributions 
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to these relationships between ET and GEP.  These findings further stress the need for an 

intentional contrast of component carbon and water fluxes in upland versus riparian 

positions, as physiographic position is bound to differentially modulate carbon 

assimilation capacity in these growth-forms. 

 

The role of vegetative cover change on soil properties and rates of soil and ecosystem 
respiration 
 
The conversion of native perennial grasslands into shrublands increases soil resource 

heterogeneity as a result of more heterogeneous lateral hydrological transport 

(Schlesinger et al. 1990).  In time, areas under shrubs become more fertile while the 

developing intercanopy spaces become more void of nutrients.  The deposition of 

abundant and easily decomposable, nitrogen-rich litter is known to result in increased soil 

CO2 concentrations (McLain et al. 2008) and soil respiration (RSoil) under mesquites 

(Potts et al. 2008).  Together, these attributes yield greater ecosystem scale respiration 

(REco) within woodlands (Scott et al. 2004), regardless of physiographic position.  Soil 

organic carbon (SOC) and total soil nitrogen (TN) are significantly greater in soil surface 

layers under mesquites than in intercanopy spaces or grass-dominated areas (McLain et 

al. 2008; Throop and Archer 2008), and appear to remain so for decades after the tree 

contributes litter or root exudates to the soil; both SOC and TN remained higher under a 

mesquite skeleton than intercanopy grass space 40 years post-mortality (McLain et al. 

2008).  These mesquites do not appear to influence SOC or TN beyond their canopy drip-

line, suggesting that shallow lateral tree roots extending beyond the canopy are not 

substantially influence soil properties in intercanopy soils (Throop and Archer 2008).  
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WPE appears to lead to an initial acceleration of decomposition due to direct influences 

of enhanced litter quality and quantity and indirectly through lower soil temperatures 

(McLain et al. 2008; Villegas et al. 2010) and reduced evaporation (Villegas et al. 2010).  

However, as mesquites mature, both these direct positive and indirect negative influences 

(such as lower UV degradation) increase, resulting in decreased decomposition (Throop 

and Archer 2007).  Similar to other metrics of ecosystem carbon flux, RSoil rates are 

predicted to increase in response to both the amount of growing season precipitation and 

mean event size (Cable et al. 2008), as larger rains result in higher respiration rates, 

particularly within fine-textured soil.  The sensitivity of heterotrophic microbial 

respiration within soils to precipitation events was also highly dependent on antecedent 

soil water conditions, a feature directly tied to precipitation variability and the length of 

interstorm periods.  

By monitoring RSoil continuously within these microhabitats, one could more fully 

asses how RSoil will differentially respond to abiotic climatic drivers (precipitation events 

of varying size, interstorm duration, and temperature), abiotic differences in 

microenvironments created by WPE (soil temperature and moisture), and biotic inputs of 

the resulting multiple growth forms.  The response of REco to precipitation tends to be 

much greater in riparian woodlands than the grasslands (Scott et al. 2006b), but the cause 

is not entirely clear.  As noted above, mesquite woodlands have both a greater abundance 

of nutrient-rich litter available for decomposition and more nitrogen-rich leaves within 

the CHs and PHs that will also yield high RLeaf costs.  Direct measures of the component 

fluxes of soil respiration (RSoil) and leaf respiration (RLeaf) are necessary to confidently 
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identify the relative contribution of soil and vegetative efflux of CO2 from these 

ecosystems to total REco. 

 
Summary and conclusions 
 
Despite this abundant body of research on carbon and water flux within semiarid 

ecosystems, particularly those that have experienced widespread vegetative change, 

several critical key gaps in our understanding remain.  Our ability to predict variation in 

ecosystem processes is currently limited by our ability to mechanistically link biological 

processes across both spatial and temporal scales. One approach is to begin by asking 

how biotic and abiotic factors regulate physiological rates within individuals, which 

combine to determine ecosystem flux rates (Enquist et al. 2003) and then to compare 

those results with similar mechanistic analysis of ecosystem-scale physiological data.  

Plant, soil and ecosystem sensitivities to temperature may vary significantly within a 

season, and it is important to quantify that behavior through time to enable better 

predictions about regional responses to climatic change as the environment and 

vegetative cover covary in time. 

Both growth/life form and leaf physiological traits are influential in regulating 

seasonal carbon uptake through photosynthesis and loss by respiration.  Growth traits, 

described by Raunkiaer classifications (1977) regulate attributes of plant phenology, 

including lag in upregulation in response to rain, available leaf and root area for resource 

acquisition, and response to drought stress.  Leaf physiological traits regulate seasonal 

carbon uptake by directly controlling photosynthesis and respiration rates.  Influential 

physiological traits include the range over which gas exchange results in net 
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photosynthesis, water use efficiency, and light harvesting capacity.  Considering both 

assemblages of traits will allow for a more complete understanding of limits to seasonal 

carbon exchange in these transitional, multi-species ecosystems.  In this context, I 

conducted the studies detailed below to quantify carbon assimilation and respiration rates 

across broad ranges of temperatures at the leaf, soil, and ecosystem scale within seasonal 

periods of varied precipitation input.  By conducting these suites of measurements within 

ecosystems of varying woody plant cover, and in some cases different physiographic 

positions (upland and riparian), I was able to estimate how well individuals within 

ecosystems and the entire ecosystems themselves handled periods of temperature and 

water stress to inform our understanding of mixed-vegetation ecosystem carbon 

dynamics. 
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PRESENT STUDY 

 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this research program are presented in 

manuscripts appended to this dissertation.  The following is a description and summary of 

the most important findings in these documents. 

 

The relative controls of temperature, soil moisture, and plant functional group on soil 
CO2 efflux at diel, seasonal, and annual scales 
 
(Author’s note: The following describes the results of a multi-authored manuscript in 
which I was the primary contributor.  Coauthors of this research contributed editorial, 
logistical, and material support.  This manuscript has gone through review with Journal 
of Geophysical Research, a peer reviewed publication of the American Geophysical 
Union, and will soon be resubmitted). 
 

Because soil respiration (Rsoil) is such a dominant, but variable, contributor to ecosystem 

CO2 efflux, understanding how variations in the major environmental drivers of 

productivity (temperature and available moisture) might regulate Rsoil has become 

extremely relevant.  Increased plant functional type diversity, as has occurred in semiarid 

areas worldwide due to woody plant encroachment, makes such assessments more 

difficult because of the confounding influence of varied plant phenology and influences 

on soil microhabitats.  We used automated measurement systems to quantify Rsoil in the 

three main microhabitats (under mesquite trees, under bunchgrasses, and in intercanopy 

soil spaces) that result from mesquite encroachment into grasslands to understand diel 

patterns of Rsoil in response to changes in temperature, and seasonal variations in Rsoil in 

response to varied soil moisture and plant phenology.  We also determined the relative 

contribution of each microhabitat to total ecosystem-scale Rsoil.  Rather than finding a 

simple Arrhenius or Q10 response of Rsoil to diel changes in soil temperature, we detected 
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a counter-clockwise hysteresis, such that up to 100% greater Rsoil fluxes were observed in 

the late afternoon/evening than in the morning for a common, median temperature.  

Phenological differences among vegetation types significantly influenced ecosystem 

scale Rsoil in that mesquites were physiogically active months before native bunchgrasses.  

Rsoil rates under mesquites were greater per unit area and time and also elevated longer in 

response to rain events, extending the contribution of soils under mesquites to annual 

ecosystem-scale Rsoil.  Cumulative annual Rsoil was 412, 229, and 202 g C m-2 under the 

mesquites, bunchgrasses, and intercanopy spaces, respectively. 

 

Temperature and precipitation controls over leaf and ecosystem level CO2 flux of grass 
and woody species along a woody plant encroachment gradient 
 
(Author’s note: The following describes the results of a multi-authored manuscript in 
which I was the primary contributor.  Coauthors of this research contributed editorial, 
logistical, and material support.  This manuscript has gone through internal review by 
coauthors and has been submitted to the peer reviewed publication Global Change 
Biology). 
 

The physiognomic shift in ecosystem structure from a grassland to a woodland may alter 

the sensitivity of CO2 exchange of both dominant plants and the entire ecosystem to 

variations in growing-season air temperature and precipitation inputs.  Previous work has 

shown that deeper-rooting mesquite (Prosopis velutina) trees and shrubs have greater 

access to groundwater than sacaton bunchgrass (Sporobolus spp.), and this access results 

in CO2 exchange becoming relatively decoupled from variation in monsoonal 

precipitation.  Within this study we used a combination of leaf-level measures of gas 

exchange and ecosystem level eddy covariance techniques to quantify the responsiveness 

of a grassland and a woodland to changes in air temperature across several seasonal 
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periods of differing precipitation input.  Measurements were conducted prior to the onset 

of the North American Monsoon, during this rainy period, and after the monsoon rains 

had ended for the year.  Maxima rates of net CO2 uptake were estimated from the peak of 

a function fitted to a plot of net uptake regressed against air temperature, and the 

optimum temperature (Topt) was the temperature at which this peak occurred.  

Additionally, an estimate of the convexity of the temperature response function was 

developed by quantifying the range of temperatures over which a leaf or ecosystem was 

assimilating 50% (Ω50) and 75% (Ω75) of maximum net CO2 uptake, respectively.  

At the leaf scale, maxima photosynthetic rates increased nearly 50% in the more 

shallow rooted mesquites within the grassland, but less than a <5% increase in the deeper 

rooted mesquites within the woodland, underscoring the importance of size class within a 

single species on the dependence of seasonal patterns of plant performance in response to 

precipitation.  With the exception of the monsoonal period when Ω50 was equally high 

among the mesquites and grasses in both ecosystems, Ω50 was always greater in the 

mesquites than in the grasses.  These C3 shrubs and trees were assimilating CO2 across a 

range of temperatures as much as three times that of the grasses in the pre-monsoon and 

twice as great in the post-monsoon.  At the ecosystem scale, precipitation was the major 

limiting resource for net ecosystem productivity (NEP) within the grassland, as seen in 

the significant 104% increase in maximum NEP (NEPmax) with the onset of the monsoon.  

The increase in average NEPmax of the woodland ecosystem in response to the onset of 

the monsoon was significantly lower than that of the grassland, and woodland rates of 
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NEP where greater at nearly every point along the range of temperatures the two 

ecosystems experienced. 

Our analysis revealed that the woodland site demonstrated a lower temperature 

sensitivity than the grassland across all seasonal periods of varying soil moisture 

availability.  In fact, the range of temperatures across which NEP rates reached 50% of 

NEPmax in the mesquite woodland was more than twice that of the grassland in the more 

water-limited pre-monsoon, and the mesquite woodland was only being limited to 80% of 

NEPmax beyond 44oC during the wet monsoon.  By maintaining physiological function 

across a wider range of temperatures throughout periods of limited precipitation, the C3 

mesquites were acquiring large amounts of carbon while the C4 grasses were limited to 

functioning within a very narrow range of temperatures.  This high capacity for CO2 

assimilation across a range of temperatures may have implications under projected 

patterns of climatic change for the arid southwest, which include increased atmospheric 

temperatures and altered precipitation patterns.     

 

Physiographic position modulates the influence of temperature and precipitation as 
controls over leaf and ecosystem level CO2 flux in shrubland ecosystems 
 
(Author’s note: The following describes the results of a multi-authored manuscript in 
which I was the primary contributor.  Coauthors of this research contributed editorial, 
logistical, material, and field-measurement support.  This manuscript has gone through 
internal review by coauthors and has been submitted to the peer reviewed publication 
Ecology). 
 
 

Within this study, we quantified the temperature response of both the dominant 

vegetative components within semiarid shrublands of differing physiographic position 
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and the ecosystems themselves to better understand how ecosystem sensitivity to 

temperature varies with access to stable groundwater.  By repeating measurements of 

CO2 uptake across a wide range of temperatures, along with estimates of soil respiration, 

throughout different seasonal periods we were able to quantify the temperature sensitivity 

of these systems, compute changes in those responses due to periods of precipitation 

input, and estimate the role of component fluxes in driving ecosystem-scale responses.  In 

conducting this investigation within shrublands of differing physiographic position (i.e., 

upland versus riparian), we were able to quantify the influence of access to groundwater 

on the temperature sensitivity of different growth-forms that result woody plant 

expansion into native grasslands and entire mixed-vegetation shrubland ecosystems.   

We found that not having a connectivity to stable groundwater sources decoupled 

leaf- and ecosystem-scale temperature sensitivity relative to comparable sites lacking 

such access.  This access to groundwater not only resulted in the temperature sensitivity 

of the riparian shrubland being nearly half that of the upland throughout all seasonal 

periods, but also actual rates of net ecosystem productivity (NEP) being 1.5X greater 

when precipitation was relatively abundant and five times greater when it was not.  

Maxima rates of NEP were nine times more responsive to the onset of the monsoon in the 

upland than the riparian shrubland, emphasizing that a weaker coupling to groundwater 

resulted in a stronger connectivity between ecosystem performance and precipitation 

input.  Leaf-level rates of carbon flux were also dramatically influenced by stable 

groundwater availability in that rates of photosynthesis were significantly greater within 

the mesquites and bunchgrasses in the site with access than the one without and the 
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temperature sensitivity in the wetter shrubland was about 1/3rd of that in the drier 

ecosystem during periods of little to no precipitation.   

At the end of the year, the ecosystem with access to groundwater was a strong 

sink for CO2 from the atmosphere, while the site without stable water was a nearly 

neutral source of CO2.  This reduced net CO2 assimilation in drier shrubland ultimately 

results in less carbon for growth and reproduction, likely contributing to the relative 

diminutive stature and sparse coverage of the upland landscape relative to the riparian 

shrubland, underscoring the influence of connectivity to stable groundwater on ecosystem 

structure. 
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Abstract   

Soil respiration (Rsoil) is a dominant, but variable, contributor to ecosystem CO2 efflux, 

and understanding how variations in the major environmental drivers of productivity 

(temperature and available moisture) might regulate Rsoil has become extremely relevant.  

Increased plant functional-type diversity, as has occurred in semiarid areas worldwide 

due to woody plant encroachment, makes such assessments more difficult because of the 

confounding influence of varied plant phenology and influences on soil microhabitats.  

We used automated measurement systems to quantify Rsoil in the three main 

microhabitats (under mesquite trees, under bunchgrasses, and in intercanopy soil spaces) 

that result from mesquite encroachment into grasslands.  Having measures of these 

component fluxes informed our understanding of diel patterns of Rsoil in response to 

changes in temperature, seasonal variations in Rsoil in response to varied soil moisture and 

plant phenology, and the relative contribution of each microhabitat to total ecosystem-

scale Rsoil.  Rather than finding a simple Arrhenius or Q10 response of Rsoil to diel changes 

in soil temperature, we detected a counter-clockwise hysteresis, such that up to 100% 

greater Rsoil fluxes were observed in the late afternoon/evening than in the morning at a 

common, median temperature.  Phenological differences among vegetation types 

significantly influenced ecosystem scale Rsoil in that mesquites were physiogically active 

months before native bunchgrasses.  Rsoil rates under mesquites were greater per unit area 

and time and also elevated longer in response to rain events, extending the contribution of 

soils under mesquites to annual ecosystem-scale Rsoil.  Cumulative annual Rsoil was 412, 

229, and 202 g C m-2 under the mesquites, bunchgrasses, and intercanopy spaces, 
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respectively.  As grasslands transition to shrub-dominated systems, the relative 

contribution of Rsoil to total ecosystem flux will increase significantly, potentially 

offsetting the presumed greater CO2 uptake potential of woody plants. 

 

Introduction  

A major challenge in quantifying carbon flux dynamics within the terrestrial biosphere 

lies in identifying whether landscapes are sources or sinks for atmospheric carbon across 

seasonal, annual, and decadal timescales.  Because soil respiration (Rsoil) is such a 

dominant contributor to total ecosystem efflux, sometimes in excess of 70% (Law et al. 

2001), it is important to quantify how variations in the major environmental drivers of 

biological activity (temperature and available moisture) might regulate Rsoil, and thus the 

relative contribution of Rsoil or changes in climate, to ecosystem source/sink status.  These 

assessments become more difficult with increased diversity of plant functional type in a 

landscape because of the confounding influence of varied plant phenology or the degree 

with which multiple growth-forms differentially influence soil microhabitats.  One such 

driver of increased landscape patchiness is the expansion of woody plants into native 

grasslands.  Up to approximately 60 million ha are estimated to have shifted from 

semiarid grassland to shrubland within western North America alone over the last century 

(Van Auken 2000).  This expansion, termed by Goodale and Davidson (2002) ‘‘woody 

encroachment’’, has been attributed to a variety of factors including intense livestock 

grazing, altered fire regimes, climate changes and atmospheric enrichment of CO2 

(McPherson 1997; Van Auken 2000).  Woody plant encroachment has an enormous 
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potential to alter seasonal and annual carbon fluxes, particularly in arid and semiarid 

(dryland) systems where water is often scarce and high temperatures are abundant.  

Analyses have suggested that encroachment in dryland and montane ecosystems could 

represent a large but uncertain portion of the North American carbon sink (Houghton et 

al. 1999; Hurtt et al. 2002; Pacala et al. 2007; Pacala et al. 2001).  The greatest gap in our 

understanding of ecosystem-scale carbon source/sink potential comes from our limited 

knowledge of the contributions of respiratory (soil and vegetative) efflux to net CO2 

exchange, particularly in mixed-vegetation ecosystems.   

Identifying how the soils under grasses, woody shrubs, and within intercanopy 

soils respond to variations in available soil moisture and fluctuations in temperature is 

important for modeling rates of carbon and water flux under future encroachment and 

predicted climate change scenarios.  Our understanding of the spatial and temporal 

complexity of Rsoil has been limited by the methods available to quantify Rsoil in the field.  

Portable chambers have allowed researchers to quantify spatial variation in Rsoil (Asensio 

et al. 2007; Han et al. 2007a; Han et al. 2007b; Tang and Baldocchi 2005), but cannot 

easily be used for continuous or longer-term measurements.  Unfortunately, the only 

means of quantifying variation in Rsoil using a portable chamber throughout any period of 

time (including diel, seasonal, or annual scales) is through repeated manual 

measurements.  Extensive measurements with portable systems are difficult, particularly 

in remote settings, and are labor intensive.  Alternative means by which one can quantify 

temporal variation in Rsoil, include the use of automated soil chambers (Goulden and Crill 

1997; Irvine and Law 2002; Liang et al. 2003; Liang et al. 2004; Savage and Davidson 
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2003; Scott et al. 1999) or soil CO2 profile measurements (first described by Tang et al. 

2003).  Only with adequate information on both spatial and temporal variation can one 

begin to confidently quantify the complex patterns of Rsoil.   

The importance of the size and distribution of individual rain events on pulses of 

biological activity has become clear (Huxman et al. 2004; Noy-Meir 1973), but 

simultaneous quantification of the multiple components of ecosystem respiration to 

individual precipitation events can be very difficult.  If using only portable chambers, one 

would need to either establish an experiment within which all precipitation events were 

manually delivered (Cable et al. 2008; Potts et al. 2006a; Potts et al. 2006b; Sponseller 

2007) or be prepared to travel to a field-site following all rain events of interest.  Either 

way, one would need to quantify Rsoil prior to- and following each precipitation event 

with rapid, repeated measurements so that the full effect of an event on the up-regulation 

of soil processes was captured.  Because we know non-linearities in the responses of Rsoil 

to soil moisture exist, particularly as the soil dries, one has to model intermediate points 

between sampling periods when conducting manual measurements (Cable et al. 2008).  

Using automated systems allows for the tracking of the up-regulation and gradual decline 

in soil respiratory activity under various microhabitats in response to multiple 

precipitation events throughout a season.  Having a nearly-continuous data record also 

allows for additional analysis, such as the effects of antecedent soil moisture conditions 

on priming of the soil for subsequent precipitation events and temporal variation in Rsoil 

rates across various scales.  Within this study we used a combination of manual 
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measurements to quantify spatial heterogeneity at the site and automated measurement 

system to capture temporal variation in Rsoil.  

Tang and Baldocchi (2005) note that because automated systems are often 

expensive, temporal patterns of Rsoil are regularly simulated using continuous records of 

soil temperature, soil moisture or other variables (Davidson et al. 1998; Treonis et al. 

2002; Xu and Qi 2001).  However, the spatial variation in Rsoil, both within a site and 

between sites, is often driven by gradients in biological activity or soil properties rather 

than these climatic variables.  In addition to the influence of topography and soil texture 

in moderating soil moisture at multiple spatial and temporal scales (see Teuling and 

Troch 2005), heterogeneity in vegetation coverage from woody plant encroachment has 

been shown to increase spatial heterogeneity of soil resources (Reynolds et al. 1999; 

Schlesinger et al. 1990), and that heterogeneity is likely a major contributor to the spatial 

variation in Rsoil.  Vegetative-cover change alters soil properties not only by influencing 

patterns of solar energy entering an ecosystem (Zou et al. 2007), but also by altering 

patterns of rooting distributions and soil chemistry (Jackson et al. 2000).  Subke et al. 

(2006) identify the major sources of CO2 in the soil as: growth and maintenance 

respiration by roots (true root respiration), heterotrophic decomposition of carbohydrates 

derived from live roots, litter, and old soil organic matter (SOM), the priming of SOM 

decomposition by substrate input from live roots or plant litter, and weathering of soil 

carbonates.  The dynamics of all of these components are controlled by the concomitant 

effects of climatic (temperature, water availability) and biotic (aboveground vegetation 
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structure, photosynthetic activity, and plant phenological development) factors, and 

nearly all sources of soil CO2 pools are directly related to the vegetative cover present.   

In this paper, we explored the controls of temperature, soil moisture, and 

vegetation cover on Rsoil in a semiarid desert grassland that has been encroached by 

Prosopis velutina.  Within this encroached ecosystem, now a savanna, there are three 

main microhabitats that may affect the magnitude and timing of Rsoil, and it is in this 

context that we address the following questions: (1) What are the relative contributions of 

the three main microhabitats (under mesquites, under bunchgrasses, and in the 

intercanopy soil space) that develop as a result of woody plant encroachment to total 

ecosystem-scale Rsoil?; (2) What is the role of antecedent soil moisture in influencing 

Rsoil, and how does that differ among these microhabitats?; (3) How sensitive are rates of 

Rsoil under these different microhabitats to changes in temperature, and do those 

sensitivities change in response to variation in soil moisture?; and (4) How might 

variation in these temperature sensitivities among microhabitats and seasons within a 

year differentially influence total ecosystem-scale Rsoil? 

 

Methods 

Study site description 

This study was conducted within the Santa Rita Experimental Range (31.8214°N, 

110.8661°W, elevation: 1116m) outside of Tucson, AZ, USA.  An eddy covariance tower 

has been in place at this site since 2004 and the details of the instrumentation are fully 

described in Scott et al. (2009).  Briefly, the 8m tower logs 30 minute averages of net 
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ecosystem exchange of carbon dioxide and water and all associated micrometeorological 

data including measures of air temperature, vapor pressure deficit, pressure, incoming 

photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR), long and short wave radiation, and 

precipitation.  We made use of these climatic data as well as measures of net ecosystem 

exchange of carbon dioxide and estimates of ecosystem-scale gross ecosystem production 

(GEP).   

GEP = Reco – NEE                         (1)       

where NEE is net ecosystem exchange of CO2 (µmol m−2 s−1) and Reco is ecosystem 

respiration, as derived from the eddy covariance tower.  Throughout the last century, the 

rangelands surrounding this site have transitioned from a semiarid grassland to a savanna 

by the encroachment of a woody leguminous tree (Glendening 1952; McClaran 2003).  

Velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina Woot.) now dominates this shrubland-savanna site, 

covering approximately 35% of the area surrounding the eddy covariance tower.  Much 

of the space between the mesquite canopies now consists of a mosaic of bunchgrasses 

(Eragrostis lehmanniana Nees, Digitaria californica Benth. Muhlenbergia porteri, and 

Bouteloua eriopoda) and seasonally bare, sandy soil (hereafter referred to as intercanopy 

space).  Total canopy cover of perennial grasses, forbs and sub-shrubs at this site was 

approximately 22% (Scott et al. 2009).  Winter- and summer-annuals can cover more 

than half or the remaining 45% of intercanopy space in response to prolonged seasonal 

wetting.  Mean annual precipitation at the site is 375mm, with about 50% falling between 

July-September as part of the North American Monsoon.   
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Soil respiration measurements ~ automated instrumentation using the gradient method 

The most common means of measuring Rsoil by way of the “gradient method” is to use 

solid-state CO2 sensors (Baldocchi et al. 2006; Myklebust et al. 2008; Riveros-Iregui et 

al. 2007; Riveros-Iregui et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2005a; Tang et al. 

2005b; Vargas and Allen 2008a; Vargas and Allen 2008b; Vargas and Allen 2008c).  

CO2 naturally absorbs light in certain wavebands of the infrared region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, and this absorption is utilized to measure volumetric CO2 

concentration ([CO2]) in compact probes (GM222, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland; 

http://www.vaisala.com).  Tang et al. (2003) provide a thorough description of the 

mechanics of the sensors.  Briefly, the CO2 sensor consists of three parts (a remote probe, 

a transmitter body, and a cable) whose function is managed by a datalogger through a 

multiplexer (CR10X and AM16, respectively, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT).  

Using a multiplexer allowed for installation of soil moisture probes (CS616, Campbell 

Scientific Inc., Logan, UT) and soil temperature probes (T108, Campbell Scientific Inc., 

Logan, UT) in conjunction with each CO2 sensor.  Holes on the surface of the CO2 sensor 

allowed CO2 to diffuse three-dimensionally through a membrane surrounding the probe.  

Each probe was encased in a vertical pipe with an open bottom that terminated at the 

desired depth in the soil, and this casing was sealed on the upper end using a rubber 

gasket that fits snugly between the probe and the pipe housing.  [CO2] at each depth was 

scanned every 30 seconds, and five-minute averages were stored in the datalogger.  The 

[CO2] readings were corrected for field variations in temperature and pressure using the 

aforementioned data collected by the eddy covariance tower (Tang et al. 2003).  
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Each enclosure box was built to control six solid-state CO2 sensors and all 

accompanying soil moisture and temperature probes.  Two CO2 sensors (with a range of 

0–5000 µmol mol−1) were installed at depths of 2cm and 10cm.  Within a separate 

analysis, a comparison between this set-up and a three-depth (2 cm, 10 cm and 16 cm) 

installation was made, and there was no significant difference between the resulting Rsoil 

estimates.  Therefore, the two-probe installation was used within this study to maximize 

opportunity for quantification of spatial variation.  Soil temperature was measured at 2, 

10, and 16cm depths, and a soil moisture probe was installed to integrate across the 0-

10cm depth.  This set-up was deployed in January 2007 in each of three microhabitats 

(under mesquite, under grass [Digitaria californica], and in the intercanopy space). 

Ultimately, Rsoil is calculated using Fick’s first law of diffusion through the 

following series of equations: 

€ 

F = −Ds dC
dz

         (2) 

where F is CO2 efflux from the soil (µmol m−2 s−1), Ds is the CO2 diffusion coefficient in 

the soil (m2 s−1), and dC/dz is the vertical soil CO2 gradient.  Ds can either be calculated 

from physical properties of the soil and soil climate or from transport tracer 

measurements (as described in Davidson and Trumbore 1995).  When calculated, as done 

here, the equation used is:       

 Ds = ξDa,                     (3) 

where ξ is the gas tortuosity factor, and Da is the CO2 diffusion coefficient in free air.  Of 

all the parameters involved in calculating CO2 efflux, the ξ is among the most important 

and the most contentious.  The ξ describes the cross-sectional area of soil available for 
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flow and the higher diffusion resistance that exists in soil than in air (Uchida et al. 1997).  

Several empirical models for computing ξ have been developed in the lab and examined 

in the field (Hillel 1993; Jury et al. 1991).  Moldrup et al. (1999) have generated a 

calculation of ξ using a model based on diffusion through a porous media that has 

become widely adopted (Baldocchi et al. 2006; Turcu et al. 2005; Vargas and Allen 

2008b): 

€ 

ξ = φ 2
α
φ

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

βS

         (4) 

where α is volumetric air content (air-filled porosity),φis soil porosity, β is a constant 

(2.9), and S (unitless) = silt + sand content.  In both equations, φis calculated using 

measures of volumetric water content, bulk density, and particle density for the mineral 

soil.  The Moldrup equation was used in the present study because of the better fit 

between measurement techniques it yielded within this and the aforementioned studies 

and the goodness of fit others have found between measured and modeled estimates of 

Rsoil (Suwa et al. 2004). 

The vertical gradient of soil [CO2] and a gaseous diffusion coefficient of soil CO2 

are substituted into the diffusion equation of Fick’s Law, as described in equation 2 

above (Hirano et al. 2003; Tang et al. 2003; Vargas and Allen 2008b).  Through a linear 

regression of [CO2] over a depth, a slope is computed and used to represent the [CO2] 

gradient.  Soil [CO2] has been shown to increase linearly with depth until reaching a 

certain, deep level where it either becomes constant if a barrier is present or decreases if 

there is no barrier (Jury et al. 1991).  For the CO2 flux at the surface (Rsoil), the linear 
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extrapolation is used based on this assumption that CO2 production is constant in the soil 

profile.   

 

Soil respiration measurements ~ manual measurements 

Rsoil was also measured using manual instruments and permanently installed soil collars.  

Soil collars, each with a diameter of 10.2cm, were installed to a depth of 5cm within each 

of the three microhabitats every 10m along two 50m transects.  Transects ran west and 

south from the eddy covariance tower, for a total of 15 collars per transect.  At each 10m-

interval point, the location and cardinal position of each microhabitat collar was 

randomly determined.  Sample collars were located in the middle of the vertically 

projected crown radii for the vegetated microhabitats.  Two additional soil collars were 

installed in conjunction with each of the aforementioned automated measurement systems 

so that direct comparisons of measurement systems could be made.  Rsoil was measured 

using a 3-liter soil chamber connected to a portable CO2 gas analyzer (LI-820, LI-COR 

Biosciences, Nebraska, USA) interfaced with a laptop for data collection and storage, as 

described in Cable et al (2008).  At each collar, soil moisture integrated over a 12cm 

depth was measured using a handheld water content sensor (HydroSense system, CSI), 

and soil temperature across 10cm was measured using a handheld temperature probe 

(Temp-100, OAKTON Instruments, Illinois, USA).  Rsoil at each collar was measured at 

least once every two weeks along the full transect and in the paired collars. 
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Results 

Rsoil was monitored throughout 2007 in order to quantify the rates of Rsoil under 

these different microhabitats and their responses to changes in temperature and variations 

in soil moisture.  The year-long study was broken into six different seasonal periods 

based on characteristic temperature, precipitation, and soil moisture conditions.  Late 

winter months (DOY 0-85) were cool but the soil became progressively drier and warmer 

as cool-season rains faded.  During the pre-monsoon period (DOY 85-189) the site 

became increasingly hotter, with daytime maximum air temperatures exceeding 35°C and 

soil temperatures approaching 50°C in June.  This period was characterized as having 

little rainfall; however, the site experienced two isolated precipitation events.  Rains 

associated with the North American monsoon started on DOY 189 and ended on DOY 

271.  We broke this monsoon period into two blocks (early- and late-monsoon) in order 

to quantify the responses of Rsoil to antecedent moisture conditions and microhabitat 

characteristics, as influenced by the phenology of the different vegetative covers.  The 

post-monsoon period (DOY 271-335) was characterized by progressively drier conditions 

and cooling temperatures.  Finally, during the early winter (DOY 335-365) the site 

experienced occasional nighttime frosts and cool-season rains. 

Measurement comparisons and validation of the gradient method 

Estimates of Rsoil from the chamber method and gradient method showed a significant 

positive relationship between the techniques throughout the year within each of the 

microhabitats (Fig 1a), giving us confidence in using the results of the two measurement 

techniques interchangeably when extrapolating to estimates of ecosystem-scale respiratory 
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flux.  We found a good agreement between the methods under the bunchgrasses (r2=0.92), 

mesquites (r2=0.89) and in the intercanopy spaces (r2=0.90), and all three microhabitats had a 

significant fit (P<0.0001).  The intercepts were not significantly different from zero and the 

slopes were not significantly different from the 1:1 line for any of the microhabitats.  The 

standard deviation of the spatial variation of Rsoil increased linearly with Rsoil flux magnitude 

similarly within each microhabitat, though the correlation was greatest under mesquites (Fig 

1b).   There was no significant trend in the coefficient of variance between the standard 

deviation of the spatial variation of Rsoil and the actual rates of Rsoil. 

 

Microhabitat environmental conditions 

Average 0-10 cm soil temperatures peaked in the pre-monsoon period, approaching 50oC in 

the early afternoon (Fig 2a).  Differences among the microhabitats were made in reference to 

those found under the bunchgrasses, as these were the native vegetative communities prior to 

woody encroachment.  Particularly during the pre-monsoon, daytime soil temperatures were 

sometimes nearly 10oC hotter in the intercanopy spaces than under bunchgrasses; the shade 

of the mesquite, however, kept surface temperatures significantly cooler during the day (Fig 

2b).  Average 0 – 10 cm volumetric soil moisture levels ranged from approximately 2.5% 

during the dry periods to nearly 10% during the rainy periods (Fig 2c).  With the exception of 

the early- and late-winter periods, the open, intercanopy soil spaces were drier than the soils 

under the bunchgrasses.  Occasionally, intercanopy soils were the wettest microhabitat 

immediately after rain events.  The shallow-depth soils under the mesquites were both 

consistently wetter than the areas under the grasses, and the differences in soil moisture 
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between the mesquites and grasses were less variable than the differences between the 

grasses and intercanopy soil (Fig 2d). 

 

Soil respiration under the microhabitats throughout an annual cycle 

Soil respiration rates differed among the microhabitats throughout the year in response to 

seasonal changes in soil temperature and variations in soil moisture (Fig 2e).  Average Rsoil 

rates during the non-monsoonal periods were 0.4, 0.8, and 0.4 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 under the 

bunchgrasses, mesquites, and intercanopy spaces, respectively, illustrating that Rsoil fluxes 

were over 111% greater under mesquites than under grasses throughout these periods.  

Average daily maxima were largely responsible for the differences in daily averages, as there 

were little differences in daily minima.  During the monsoon, Rsoil fluxes averaged 2.2, 3.9, 

and 1.8 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 under the grasses, mesquites, and intercanopy spaces, respectively, 

indicating a 459, 361, and 362% increase during the monsoon season over non-monsoon flux 

rates (Fig 2e).  The greatest percentage of increase in average Rsoil in response to the onset of 

the monsoonal warm-weather rainy period, therefore, was under the grasses.  Cumulative 

Rsoil for the year was 229, 412, and 202 g C m-2 under the grasses, mesquites, and intercanopy 

spaces, respectively.  Hence, cumulative Rsoil was 80% greater under mesquites, and only 

about 11% lower in the intercanopy soil space, than under the grasses. 

 In order to quantify the effects of temperature and soil moisture on Rsoil in the 

different microhabitats, the year-long dataset was broken into the six different seasonal 

periods described above (Fig 3).  Regardless of season, Rsoil under the mesquites had a daily 

minimum that was shifted toward later in the morning and a peak that occurred later in the 
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afternoon, relative to the other microsites.  During the late winter, average Rsoil was relatively 

low; however, there were still significant differences in rates among the microhabitats (Fig 

3a; under mesquites >> under grasses >> intercanopy soils).  Volumetric water content 

(VWC) of the soil averaged 5.0 %, and air temperature, soil temperature, and vapor pressure 

deficit (VPD) remained relatively low throughout this period.  During the dry pre-monsoon, 

all but midday Rsoil rates were slightly greater in the intercanopy soil space than under the 

grasses, though Rsoil under the mesquites were significantly greater than both grass and 

intercanopy microhabitats (Fig 3b).  Soil water content averaged 2.6%, and average surface 

soil temperature and maximum incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) were all 

greatest during this pre-monsoon period.  Throughout the pre-monsoon, intercanopy soils 

warmed quickest and reached the highest temperatures with an average maximum 40.4, 

versus 37.3 and 35.1oC under the grasses and mesquites, respectively.  Rsoil was greatest 

throughout the wet early-monsoon, with Rsoil averaging 3.2, 5.4, and 2.5 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 

under the grasses, mesquites, and intercanopy spaces, respectively (Fig 3c).  VWC climbed 

to an average of 7.5%, peaking at 17.5%, and average VPD and soil temperatures remained 

high.  There was less diel variation in soil temperature under all microhabitats, as nighttime 

minima were greatest during this period.  Rsoil rates dropped in all microhabitats to an 

average of 4.3% by the late-monsoon, though on average, Rsoil under the mesquites remained 

approximately 73% greater than under the grasses (Fig 3d).  Maximum soil temperatures 

among the microhabitat also began to separate with maximum temperatures reaching 34.8, 

37.5, and 32.7 oC under the grasses, mesquites, and in the intercanopy soils, respectively.  As 

average soil moisture declined during the post-monsoonal period to an average of 3.2%, with 
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a minimum of 2.1%, so did Rsoil rates in all microhabitats (Fig 3e).  Average Rsoil throughout 

this 60-day period, however, remained approximately 51% greater under the mesquites than 

the grasses, prolonging the amount of time that soil CO2 efflux more-significantly 

contributed to overall ecosystem carbon balance.  Average soil moisture increased to almost 

8% throughout the early winter as the cool-season rains began (Fig 2c) and again stimulated 

aboveground biological activity.  Rsoil in the grasses increased dramatically by 13%, 

remained unchanged under mesquite, and dropped by 82% in the intercanopy soil space 

during this season relative to the post-monsoon period (Fig 3e,f). 

 

Soil respiration responses to precipitation events – the role of antecedent soil moisture 

Data associated with single precipitation events from the dry pre-monsoon (DOY 104; Fig 

4a-c) and the wet monsoon (Fig 4d-f) were isolated from the dataset to illustrate the role of 

antecedent soil moisture conditions on Rsoil rates under each of the microhabitats.  These 

selected events occurred more than five days after another rain event, based on previous 

work suggesting that biological pulses are stimulated for up to five days following a 

precipitation event (Jenerette et al. 2008), and were not followed by another measureable rain 

for nine days, allowing for an analysis of the longer-term effects on Rsoil.  As noted above, 

Rsoil during the dry pre-monsoon were relatively low, averaging 0.4, 1.0, and 0.4 µmol CO2 

m-2 s-1 under the grasses, mesquites, and intercanopy spaces, respectively (Fig 4a).  Two days 

after the rain event, average Rsoil rates increased approximately 11, 25, and 16% under these 

same microhabitats.  After an additional week (nine total days after the rain event) Rsoil had 

returned to pre-event rates under the grasses, but remained slightly elevated in the 
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intercanopy soils (18%).  Under the mesquites, however, Rsoil had increased by 51% over pre-

event flux levels and were averaging more than 90% greater than efflux rates under the 

grasses (Fig 4a,c).   

In contrast with the pre-monsoon data, Rsoil rates were already elevated prior to the 

isolated monsoon event (DOY 213), averaging 3.3, 4.5, and 2.3 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 under the 

grasses, mesquites, and intercanopy spaces, respectively (Fig 4d).  Two days after a rain 

event, Rsoil was elevated by 33-36% in under the grasses and in the intercanopy soils, and had 

increased 43% under the mesquites.  A week later, after soil moisture had decreased, daily 

cumulative Rsoil under the grasses and in the intercanopy soils were actually 20 to 25% lower 

than pre-event rates.  However, Rsoil under the mesquite remained slightly elevated by 12%, 

indicating that the influence of the rain event persisted at least nine days under the mesquite 

but not the other microhabitats.  Average soil temperatures were not significantly different 

between these isolated pre-monsoon and monsoonal events or during the two periods of 

analysis following the rains. 

 

Soil respiration responses to temperature – diel variation and hysteresis 

Throughout all of the seasonal periods, Rsoil under mesquites was decoupled from 

soil temperature and we observed a significant hysteresis effect. The degree of hysteresis 

in the relationship between soil temperature and Rsoil was quantified as the difference 

between maximum and minimum Rsoil for the median temperature within the range each 

microhabitat experienced within a 24-hr period.  The hysteresis always occurred counter-

clockwise, with maximum rates of Rsoil in the evening as soil temperatures were 
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decreasing.  Average difference in Rsoil rates under mesquites at daily median soil 

temperatures were 1240% and 36% for the pre- and post-monsoonal periods, respectively 

(Fig 5a,c).  The absolute magnitude of the hysteresis effect, in terms of µmoles of CO2, 

was greatest throughout the monsoonal periods (Fig 5b).  During this monsoon, late-

morning Rsoil rates averaged 3.1 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1, at 28oC, while Rsoil averaged 6.4 µmol 

CO2 m-2 s-1 when the soil had cooled back down to 28oC around 18:45, representing a 

106% difference in Rsoil rates for a common temperature.  There was less diel variation in 

Rsoil in response to temperature within the grass microhabitat than within the intercanopy 

soil areas during the monsoonal periods, though this is when the greatest diel variation 

was found under the mesquites.  Plotting differences in daily Rsoil rates due to the 

hysteresis effect throughout the entire study-period along with soil moisture levels and 

precipitation events illustrates the relationship between patterns of hysteresis in relation 

to moisture additions to the soils (Fig. 6).  Precipitation events during the late winter 

induced some hysteresis in Rsoil under mesquites, but little under grasses or the 

intercanopy soils.  Significant, yet transient, inductions of hysteresis can be seen in the 

Rsoil rates under grasses and in the intercanopy soils throughout the monsoonal seasons 

and in the early winter after cool-season rains dramatically wet the soils.  A significantly 

positive relationship between the amount of hysteresis in Rsoil rates under mesquites and 

the previous day’s total diel gross ecosystem production, as estimated from an eddy 

covariance tower, was found (Fig 6, inset).  However, similar correlations were not 

detected within the other microhabitats. 
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Discussion 

Using an automated measurement system to continuously estimate Rsoil rates under multiple 

microhabitats yielded a greater understanding of the variability in Rsoil and its relationship 

with soil moisture and temperature throughout an entire year for our semiarid savanna.  Rsoil 

rates were clearly limited by soil moisture, in that pulses of Rsoil activity are apparent only 

after rain events.  However, within these periods of greater available soil moisture, 

temperature played an important role in regulating flux rates, depending on the season and 

the microhabitat’s dominant life-form.  For example, a similar sized precipitation event 

induced very different rates of Rsoil depending on whether it occurred in the hot and dry pre-

monsoon, the wet monsoonal-summer, or the cooler and wet winter, likely related to both 

temperature-induced responses of soil microbes and aboveground vegetative responses to the 

rains.   

 

What are the relative contributions of the three main microhabitats to ecosystem Rsoil?;  

Increases in plant growth-form diversity have been shown to influence hydrologic 

processes due to increased variation in traits such as vertical root distribution (Schenk 

and Jackson 2002) and maximum rooting depth (Canadell et al. 1996).  As woody plants, 

in particular, move into grasslands, they can alter ecosystem water balance by furthering 

the depth from which plants extract water for transpiration (Hultine et al. 2006) and 

inducing cooler soil temperatures (McLain et al. 2008) and, therefore, lessening 

evaporative potentials (Scholes and Archer 2007; Stark 1994).  Within this study, Rsoil 

rates were significantly greater under mesquites than under grasses for nearly 30 days 
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during the pre-monsoon following a single isolated rain event, but only after the 

aboveground portion of the mesquites became physiologically active.  Rsoil rates 

increased more rapidly and remained higher longer after this pre-monsoon rain in the 

intercanopy soils than under the grasses, likely due to the breakdown of labile SOM from 

the abundant pool of ephemeral plants left from the late-winter growing season.  Grasses 

have fewer resources allocated towards root biomass than woody plants, and this 

constrains their phenology throughout the pre-monsoon and during the transition to the 

early-monsoon period because they must generate the necessary absorptive roots.  

Mesquite deposition of abundant, easily decomposable, N-rich litter has been shown to 

increase soil CO2 concentrations (McLain et al. 2008), sub-canopy soil organic carbon 

and total nitrogen (Hibbard et al. 2001; McCulley et al. 2004; Throop and Archer 2008), 

and ultimately greater ecosystem-scale respiration within woodlands (Scott et al. 2004).  

Cumulative Rsoil under the mesquites was ultimately 63% greater than that under grasses 

by the end of the year; similar significantly greater cumulative fluxes below mesquite 

canopies have been found using extrapolations from non-continuous, manual 

measurements (McCulley et al. 2004).  

 

What is the role of antecedent soil moisture in influencing Rsoil, and how does it differ 
among the microhabitats? 
 
Predictions as to how the monsoon rainfall might change remain uncertain (Lin et al. 

2008), but one consistent projection is greater interannual variability in the size and 

distribution of summer rains (Diffenbaugh et al. 2008; Easterling et al. 2000; Gordon et 

al. 1992; Groisman et al. 1999).  An important interaction between antecedent soil 
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moisture conditions and vegetative cover type was illustrated within this study.  Rsoil rates 

under mesquites were elevated for more than a week after a single rain event when 

antecedent conditions were very dry, while Rsoil under grasses increased only slightly and 

for a short period of time.  These differences were likely due to contrasts in vegetative 

productivity between the life-forms at this stage in the year.  When the mesquites had not 

fully expanded their canopies at the onset of this rain, there was a less significant 

response; it was only after significant leaf-out that Rsoil was stimulated.  During the rainy 

season, however, when both life-forms were physiologically active and a precipitation 

event came after five days without rain, Rsoil was enhanced in all microhabitats but for 

only a few days.  Such amplified responses of Rsoil to precipitation under dry antecedent 

conditions relative to wetter conditions have been shown before (Cable et al. 2008), 

though the variation between life-forms was not previously highlighted.  Extrapolating 

these patch-scale responses to entire ecosystems, similar sporadic precipitation patterns 

would result in very different carbon balances depending on the vegetative composition 

of the ecosystem.  Grasslands will likely have small and transient responses of Rsoil to 

such precipitation patterns while mixed vegetation shrublands and woodlands are liable 

to efflux more CO2 to the atmosphere by way of Rsoil and for longer periods after each 

rain.  These results underscore both the need for continuous measurement systems to 

capture these important findings and the necessity of examining multiple components 

within a mixed-vegetation system.  
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How sensitive are rates of Rsoil under these different microhabitats to changes in 
temperature, and do those sensitivities change in response to variation in soil moisture? 
 
Continuous estimation of Rsoil throughout diel periods elucidated important trends in the 

response of Rsoil to changes in soil temperature.  Rather than finding a simple Arrhenius 

(Lloyd and Taylor 1994) or Q10 (Raich and Schlesinger 1992) relationship between 

increasing soil temperatures and Rsoil, we discovered a seasonally-significant hysteresis 

effect that itself did not follow an Arrhenius or Q10 function, similar to that shown by 

Riveros-Iregui et al. (2007).  Recently, an increasing number of studies using automated 

Rsoil measurement systems have shown a diel hysteresis in the relationship between Rsoil 

and soil temperature (Carbone et al. 2008; Gaumont-Guay et al. 2006; Parkin and Kaspar 

2003; Riveros-Iregui et al. 2008; Tang et al. 2005a; Vargas and Allen 2008b; Vargas and 

Allen 2008c).  Within this study, as those of Tang et al. (2005a) and Gaumont-Guay et al. 

(2006), the hysteresis effect occurred counter-clockwise on a plot of temperature versus 

Rsoil data, such that higher Rsoil rates were observed in the late afternoon and evening as 

soil temperatures were cooling back down from the daytime maxima.  There was also a 

lag in the period of time between which maximum PAR and maximum Rsoil were 

reached, and this lag was typically greater within the mesquite than the grass 

microhabitat.  As has been proposed in other studies, we hypothesize that the lag is 

relevant to the development of the hysteresis by way of the dependence of Rsoil on the 

delivery of labile carbon from recent photosynthetic activity in the canopy (Baldocchi et 

al. 2006; Carbone and Trumbore 2007; Högberg et al. 2009; Högberg et al. 2001; Tang et 

al. 2005a).  Though concurrent measurements of diel leaf-level photosynthesis were not 

taken within this study period, an analysis of the relationship between Rsoil and eddy 
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covariance tower-based estimates of gross ecosystem production (GEP) did illustrate a 

significant correlation, when using the previous day’s measure of GEP.  Time lags in the 

apparent delivery of photosynthetic products from leaves to roots have been shown to 

vary on the order of hours to days for a variety of ecosystems (Baldocchi et al. 2006; 

Ekblad 2001; Thompson and Holbrook 2003), and could be relevant to both the 

development of the hysteresis and to the late-morning depression in Rsoil rates seen in this 

study.  The relative contribution of autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration to total Rsoil 

may vary throughout the day, as described by Carbone et al. (2008), with the peak 

autotrophic contribution occurring early in the evening after a delayed delivery of root 

exudates, and minimal contribution from either pool midday at peak temperatures and 

VPD.  Similar midday drops in respiration rates have been found, predominantly in 

woody plants (Carbone et al. 2008; Gaumont-Guay et al. 2006; Sotta et al. 2004; Vargas 

and Allen 2008a).  A controlled isotopic analysis, similar to those described by Högberg 

et al. (2009) or Bahn et al. (2009), should be done within this semiarid system, as such 

efforts would aid in our understanding of the relative contribution of autotrophic and 

heterotrophic respiration to total Rsoil and could provide a quantifiable link between these 

above- and belowground fluxes. 

The hysteresis effect was most apparent within the mesquite microhabitat, and the 

magnitude of this effect (in terms of actual rates of Rsoil) was greatest during the summer 

monsoon seasons when the plants had the greatest canopy leaf area and were most 

physiologically active.  The magnitude of difference between late-morning and late-

evening rates of Rsoil averaged 100%, with actual differences in flux rates midday versus 
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at night for the same temperature surpassing 6 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1.  The hysteresis effect 

was also found within the soils under grasses, occasionally topping 2 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1 

after rain events, though the effects were more short-lived.  The greatest percent 

difference in flux rates at a common temperature, however, was found under mesquites in 

the pre-monsoon when midday rates approached zero, but evening rates were more than 

1200% higher.  Though these actual levels of flux were still small, the magnitude of error 

that would be generated by using a model describing respiration as a function, simple or 

complex, of temperature would be sizeable when compounded over this 100-day season.  

The importance of the hysteresis effect on estimating ecosystem respiration needs to be 

more fully analyzed, particularly within the footprint of an EC tower where nighttime 

estimates of respiration often must be estimated due to insufficient turbulence to produce 

valid EC measurements (Baldocchi 2003) and measures of net ecosystem productivity are 

partitioned into respiration and photosynthesis.  Knowing that there is a hysteresis in this 

temperature response of Rsoil informs our manual chamber Rsoil measurement schemes and 

extrapolations to the ecosystem scale with those measurements, as one can no longer 

confidently measure Rsoil late-morning as those soil temperatures are increasing for the 

day and believe that the entirety of a temperature response was captured. 

 

Summary and conclusions 

Inherent vegetative growth-forms traits influenced ecosystem-scale Rsoil in that the woody 

plants were physiogically active months before the native bunchgrasses, ultimately 

inducing to a detectable change in the landscape-level phenology of the site.  Rsoil rates 
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under mesquites were not only greater per unit area and time, but were also elevated 

longer in response to isolated rain events and prolonged wetting, extending the 

contribution of the soils under mesquites to annual ecosystem-scale Rsoil.  The 

combination of increased rooting depth and the growth-form induced reductions in 

evaporative demand in the soils under mesquites led to a lower degree of sensitivity of 

Rsoil to soil moisture within this microhabitat.  If projections of increased precipitation 

variability develop, this interaction between vegetative cover and climatic change may 

positively influence Rsoil rates under mesquites over those under native bunchgrasses, 

which showed a shorter pulse-duration.  As woody plant encroachment in semiarid 

regions increases vegetative cover by mesquites, the increased GEP commonly found in 

these same areas may be partially negated by increased ecosystem-scale Rsoil.   

Within the mesquite microhabitat, there was a significant degree of hysteresis in 

the relationship between soil temperature and Rsoil rates.  In this sense, soil temperature 

had little direct control over Rsoil, as rates varied by as much as 1200% and 6 µmol CO2 

m-2 s-1 for the same temperature within a 24hour period.  The exact cause of this 

hysteretic response is not known, but like others, we hypothesize that it is linked to a lag 

in delivery of recently assimilated products of photosynthesis to the roots whose exudates 

will stimulate soil microbial respiration.  Though not evidence of causation, there was a 

significantly positive relationship between the degree of hysteresis within the temperature 

response function of soil respiration under mesquite and gross ecosystem flux of the 

previous day.  At the ecosystem-scale, EC-based measures of nighttime respiration are 

used to estimate daytime rates of respiratory fluxes in accordance with a linear 
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temperature extrapolation; however, the results of this study highlight a potential problem 

in this procedure.  Because of the hysteretic response to temperature, nighttime rates of 

Rsoil were significantly greater under mesquites than those in the daytime, so estimating 

daytime fluxes from nighttime measurements may result in an overestimation of 

ecosystem respiration in the day.  On the other hand, if one only measured Rsoil by hand 

in the day, when fluxes were lower at similar temperatures, to estimate the contribution of 

Rsoil to ecosystem respitation, one would greatly underestimate this ratio.  The degree of 

hysteresis varied significantly among vegetation types and throughout a year, suggesting 

that a single model parameter will not capture this dynamic variable.  As landscape 

vegetative cover transitions from grasslands to shrublands, not only are the rates and 

durations of Rsoil greater, but they also become more difficult to accurately estimate. 
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Figure legends 
 
Figure 1.  (a) Comparison among manual chamber soil respiration measurements and 

those obtained simultaneously by the automated, gradient method.  (b) The standard 

deviation of the spatially-extensive manual soil respiration data collected throughout the 

year relative to the magnitude of soil respiration rates within each microhabitat. 

 

Figure 2.  Year-long data on (a) average soil temperature across the upper 10cm under all 

microhabitats and (b) daily measures of the difference in average soil temperatures under 

mesquite and in intercanopy soil-space, relative to the soil under grass.  Differences 

among microhabitats were given relative to those under grasses, the native vegetation in 

the ecosystem, to indicate the change from this native state.  (c) Average soil moisture 

integrated across the upper 10cm under all microhabitats and (d) daily measures of the 

difference in average soil moisture under mesquite and in the intercanopy soil-space, 

relative to the soil under grass.  (e) Thirty-minute averages of soil respiration rates, as 

estimated by the gradient method, for each microhabitat.  Thirteen days of data are 

missing around DOY 187 due to damage by rogue cattle to the instrumentation cables 

and power supply. 
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Figure 3.  (Upper panels) Averages of diel soil respiration (Rsoil) within each microhabitat 

throughout each of six seasonal periods consisting of: late winter (DOY 0-85), pre-

monsoon (DOY 85-189), early monsoon (DOY 189-230), late monsoon (DOY 230-275), 

post-monsoon (DOY 275-335), and the early winter (DOY 335-365).  (Lower panels) 

Average measures of incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) and average 

soil temperature under each microhabitat.  Error bars in all plots represent one standard 

error of the mean. 

 

Figure 4.  A closer examination of an isolated rain event that occurred within the dry pre-

monsoon (upper panels) and an event that occurred within the wet monsoon (lower 

panels).  Thirty-minute averages of soil respiration are given the day prior to the rain 

event, two days after the rain, and an additional week later (nine days after the event). 

 

Figure 5. Average diel soil respiration rates plotted against average soil temperatures 

within each microhabitat reveal a significant counter-clockwise hysteresis in this 

relationship.  Though the hysteresis occurred throughout the year, it was greatest in the 

(a) pre-monsoon, (b) monsoon, and (c) post-monsoon periods. 
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Figure 6. (Upper panel) The degree of hysteresis in the relationship between soil 

temperature and soil respiration, quantified as the difference between maximum and 

minimum soil respiration for the median temperature within each microhabitat within a 

24-hr period.  (Lower panel) Average soil moisture across all microhabitats and daily 

cumulative rain events throughout the year.  (Inset) Daily cumulative gross ecosystem 

production (GEP), a proxy for ecosystem-scale photosynthesis, from the site’s eddy 

covariance tower regressed against the degree of hysteresis in daily soil respiration to 

examine the influence on the previous day’s photosynthetic uptake on soil respiration 

within each of the microhabitats. 
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Abstract  

Landscape scale vegetative change from a grassland to a woodland may alter the 

sensitivity of CO2 exchange of both dominant plants and the entire ecosystem to 

variations in growing-season air temperature and precipitation inputs.  We used a 

combination of leaf-level measures of gas exchange and ecosystem-level eddy covariance 

techniques to quantify the responsiveness of a grassland and a woodland to changes in 

temperature across several seasonal periods of differing precipitation input.  Maximum 

rates of net CO2 uptake were estimated from the peak of a function fitted to a plot of net 

uptake regressed against air temperature, and the optimum temperature was the 

temperature at which this peak occurred.  Additionally, the convexity of the temperature 

response function quantified the range of temperatures over which a leaf or ecosystem 

was assimilating 50% (Ω50) and 75% of maximum net CO2 uptake.  With the exception 

of the monsoonal period when Ω50 was equally high among the mesquites and grasses in 

both ecosystems, Ω50 was as much as three times that of the grasses in the pre-monsoon 

and twice as great in the post-monsoon.  At the ecosystem scale, precipitation was the 

major limiting resource for net ecosystem productivity (NEP) within the grassland, as 

seen in the 104% increase in maximum NEP (NEPmax) with the onset of the monsoon.  

The increase in average NEPmax of the woodland ecosystem in response to the monsoon 

was only 57%, and woodland rates of NEP where greater at nearly every point along the 

range of temperatures the two ecosystems experienced.  By maintaining physiological 

function across a wider range of temperatures throughout periods of limited precipitation, 

woody plants were acquiring large amounts of carbon while grasses were limited to 
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functioning within a very narrow range of temperatures.  This high capacity for CO2 

assimilation across a range of temperatures may have implications under projected 

patterns of climatic change for the arid southwest, which include increased atmospheric 

temperatures and altered precipitation patterns. 

 

Introduction  

Terrestrial air temperatures have been predicted to increase in the coming decades, and 

precipitation models suggesting patterns of greater rainfall variability and longer 

interstorm periods (Christensen et al. 2007) have renewed interest in both plant responses 

to changing temperatures and thermal stress in conjunction with water stress (Gunderson 

et al. 2000; Hikosaka et al. 2006; Lloyd and Farquhar 2008; Medlyn et al. 2002a; Medlyn 

et al. 2002b; Montpied et al. 2009; Sage et al. 2008).  Understanding leaf level seasonal 

photosynthetic temperature responses is essential for modeling ecosystem carbon balance 

and predicting carbon cycle responses to climate change (Hikosaka et al. 2007) because 

within a single season, leaves are subjected and respond to temperature across multiple 

time scales.  Plant photosynthetic rates (A) display temperature optima (Topt) in 

accordance with the Arrhenius function (Farquhar et al. 1980), beyond which rates 

decline depending on the plant’s tolerance characteristics.  At low temperatures, Rubisco 

turnover limits A, especially in C4 plants, which have lower Rubisco content relative to 

C3 plants (Sage 2002).  A is limited by Rubisco ribulose bisphosphate utilization across 

intermediate temperatures and by electron transport capacity limitation at the higher 

temperatures (see review by Sage and Kubien 2007).  Sage et al. (2008) noted that under 
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predicted warming scenarios, leaves may frequently warm beyond thermal optima to the 

point where electron transport capacity becomes limiting and/or Rubisco activase 

becomes heat labile, reducing photosynthetic capacity.  Over the short-term (seconds to 

hours), these limitations determine light-saturated photosynthetic rates (Amax).  In the 

longer term, plants acclimate to growth temperature but nighttime leaf respiration (RLeaf) 

and A may have distinct acclimation rates, depending on the degree of daytime versus 

nighttime warming.  RLeaf, A, and the RLeaf:A ratio are known to be independently 

temperature sensitive (Atkin et al. 2006; Berry and Björkman 1980; Campbell et al. 2007; 

Loveys et al. 2003; Mooney et al. 1978).  Low- and high-temperature transients typically 

increase RLeaf:A because RLeaf responds exponentially whereas A has a broad temperature 

optimum (Atwell et al. 1999).  As such, A and RLeaf temperature acclimation is 

asynchronous within and across seasons (Campbell et al. 2007), suggesting that nighttime 

temperatures have a distinct influence on plant-scale RLeaf:A and overall ecosystem 

carbon balance (Gifford 2003).  Therefore, it is vital to develop an understanding of the 

factors underlying variation in RLeaf:A across plant functional groups to extrapolate to 

ecosystem function.  

Such analyses are especially important for mixed vegetation ecosystems that are 

experiencing transitions in community structure.  In southwestern North America, woody 

C3 plant encroachment has converted nearly 60 million ha. of C4 semiarid grasslands into 

shrub- or woodland savanna ecosystems (McClaran 2003; Van Auken 2000; Van Auken 

2009).  These areas are becoming a mix of native C4 grasses and C3 shrubs that differ in 

their fundamental properties of photosynthesis, degree of water use efficiency, and 
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thermal tolerance.  The competitive interaction between C3 and C4 species sets up a 

model system for studying the tradeoffs in resource acquisition and resource use 

efficiency, particularly since seasonally scarce water and frequently high temperatures 

characterize these ecosystems.  Kirschbaum (2004) proposed that climatic warming alone 

is likely to favor C4 species over C3 species in mixed ecosystems.  However, aridland C4 

grasses are hemicryptophytes and allocate fewer resources towards root biomass, while 

co-occurring woody C3 shrubs are phanerophytes with relatively large belowground 

investment (Esser 1995; Raunkiær 1977).  Thus, C4 grasses are more constrained 

pheonologically because they must grow enough active roots to capture water following 

the onset of seasonal rains (Carpenter 1956).  Woody plant encroachment can influence 

hydrologic processes by altering vertical root distribution and maximum rooting depths 

(Schenk and Jackson 2002).  These changes in rooting structure, in turn, affect ecosystem 

scale water balance by increasing the depth and amount of soil water extracted for 

transpiration (Hultine et al. 2006; Scott et al. 2000).  This transformation in water use 

may drive carbon dynamics as ecosystems experience vegetative change.  Ecosystem 

carbon uptake and respiration in grass dominated sites are more responsive than adjacent 

woodland sites to initial seasonal rains and to subsequent rain following summer dry 

spells (Jenerette et al. 2008; Potts et al. 2006).  Thus, the physical structure and 

phreatophytic nature of encroaching woody plants complicate our simple understanding 

of what type of plant (C3 versus C4) will dominate under projected temperature and 

precipitation regimes (Kirschbaum 2004; see review by Sage and Kubien 2007).   
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Establishing how the primary drivers of productivity differentially influence CO2 

flux is also essential for predicting future carbon dynamics in the face of woody 

encroachment.  It is important to quantify the rates of A and RLeaf across a wide range of 

temperatures and soil moisture conditions for multiple vegetation types.  From these, one 

can determine the Topt for A, maximum rates of A and RLeaf, the temperature range over 

which they approach that optimum, and the degree that these optima and ranges vary 

seasonally in response the changes in available soil moisture.  Some plants may better 

adapted for larger temperature variations, while others may have higher A per unit leaf 

area, but across a narrower temperature range, as has been shown extensively for C3 and 

C4 plants (Figure 1).  Simple ecosystem level extrapolations based on cover and leaf level 

responses can yield insight into ecosystem scale CO2 exchange across a range 

temperature/moisture conditions.  These extrapolations, however, ignore complex 

temperature regulation patterns within canopies (Barron-Gafford et al. 2007) and soil 

CO2 efflux important to ecosystem carbon source/sink status (Barron-Gafford et al. in 

review; Scott et al. 2009). 

Here, we explore the concomitant controls of temperature and precipitation on 

leaf and ecosystem scale CO2 flux within pristine grassland and fully encroached 

woodland riparian ecosystems. We asked the following questions: (1) how does 

temperature inhibit net CO2 uptake in these ecosystems through growing season periods 

of varying precipitation and temperature extremes?  We quantified temperature 

sensitivity by measuring the convexity of the net CO2 uptake temperature response 

function (Figure 1, horizontal dashed lines), and used the change in convexity as a metric 
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for plant and ecosystem precipitation responsiveness; (2) does dominant vegetation Topt 

vary seasonally within each site, i.e., do temperature peaks significantly co-vary with 

precipitation inputs (Figure 1, vertical lines); (3) are Topt of each vegetation type site-

specific, e.g., do grasses perform the same regardless of dominant vegetation type?;       

(4) are photosynthesis and respiration differentially sensitive to air temperature or soil 

moisture?  In answering these questions, we will better understand and predict how 

climate change will affect the consequences of woody plant encroachment on carbon and 

water cycling across this region. 

 

Methods 

Study sites and species  

Two riparian sites within the San Pedro National Riparian Conservation Area in 

southeastern Arizona represent a space-for-time substitution for a woody plant 

encroachment gradient.  The historic grassland site (31.562 N, 110.140 W) is located on 

an alluvial terrace at an elevation of 1230 m, bordering the San Pedro River.  The 

grassland was dominated by sacaton bunchgrass (Sporobolus wrightii), but many small 

velvet mesquites (Prosopis velutina), now inhabit the site due to recent woody 

encroachment.  Bunchgrass canopy cover is approximately 65% within a 200 m diameter 

of the site’s eddy covariance tower, and mesquite cover in this grassland approximates 

20%.  Mean bunchgrass canopy height is 1 m, and the mesquites average 2 m in height.  

The mean depth to groundwater at the grassland is 2.5 m (Scott et al. 2006).  The fully-

encroached, mesquite woodland study site (31.667 N, 110.178 W) is located on an old 
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alluvial terrace of the San Pedro River at an elevation of 1200 m (Scott et al. 2004), about 

12 km downstream (north) of the grassland site.  The woodland ecosystem is dominated 

by velvet mesquite, with an understory primarily of sacaton bunchgrass (S. wrightii).  

Some greythorn shrubs (Zizyphus obtusifolia) and various annual herbaceous species, 

most commonly Viguiera dentata (Cav.) Spreng (Yepez et al. 2003), also inhabit the site.  

Average mesquite canopy cover is approximately 70% within a 200 m diameter of the 

site’s eddy covariance tower, with bunchgrasses covering approximately 24% of the 

understory.  The mean canopy height is 7 m, and the average depth to groundwater is 

approximately 10 m (Scott et al. 2003). 

 

Eddy covariance measurements 

We have used the eddy covariance method to monitor ecosystem scale CO2, water vapor, 

and energy fluxes at the grassland since 2003 and at the woodland since 2001; details of 

the micrometeorological instrumentation and data processing are fully described 

elsewhere (Scott et al. 2004; Scott et al. 2006).  Briefly, the 3m (grassland) and 13m 

(woodland) towers log all necessary variables to calculate 30 minute averages of net 

ecosystem exchange of CO2 (NEE; µmol m−2 s−1), along with measures of air 

temperature, vapor pressure deficit, pressure, incoming photosynthetic photon flux 

density (PPFD), net and short wave radiation, and precipitation.  We made use of these 

data to estimate ecosystem-scale gross ecosystem exchange (GEE) by:   

GEE = REco – NEE                         (1)       
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where REco is ecosystem respiration, derived from the nighttime NEE data and procedure 

outlined by Reichstein et al. (2005).  We used the simple transformation of NEP = -NEE, 

where NEP refers to net ecosystem productivity so that the ecosystem scale data are on 

the same sign convention as those of the physiological leaf-level data.  In order to 

eliminate nighttime CO2 flux data when there was poor turbulent mixing, we limited the 

data pool to measurements made when the friction velocity (u*) was greater than 0.10 

and 0.20m−2 s−1 for the grassland and woodland, respectively (Scott et al. 2006). 

All resulting eddy covariance data from the growing season were divided into pre-

monsoon (DOY 140-180), monsoon (190-230), and post-monsoon (280-320) periods.  

These three seasonal blocks characterize periods of extreme temperatures, but little 

precipitation (pre-monsoon), a period of relatively abundant precipitation, but still warm 

days (monsoon), and a dry period that occurs after the monsoon has ended, in which 

evaporative demand (VPD and temperature) are distinguishably lower (post-monsoon).  

When constructing the subset of data for temperature sensitivity analysis, all NEP data 

from the day of a precipitation event and from the subsequent five days were removed to 

avoid capturing spikes in biological activity in response to wetting (Jenerette et al. 2008).  

All remaining NEP data within each site were separated into fifteen 2.5oC temperature 

bins from 0oC to 37.5oC.  Within each bin, NEP was regressed against PPFD to assess 

temperature effects at different light levels across the day and season (Huxman et al. 

2003), such that a light-saturated NEP rate for each 2.5oC T bin was obtained using the 

following equation non-linear, least-squares regression using SigmaPlot 11.0 (SPSS, 

Chicago, Illinois, USA): 
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                                      (2) 

where αe' is the apparent quantum yield of the ecosystem, NEPsat is the net CO2 exchange 

at light saturation, and Re is the mean respiratory net CO2 exchange at PPFD = 0 (after 

Ruimy et al. 1995).  All 15 individual bins’ average of T and NEPsat were plotted for each 

site within each seasonal period to assess the temperature response function of daytime 

CO2 assimilation for each ecosystem.  The Q10 of REco was calculated similarly to 

Giardina and Ryan (2000), where Q10 = the reaction rate at T + 10oC / reaction rate at T.  

T was set to the common temperature of 25oC in this study, and rates of RE at this 

common temperature (RE25) were also used for between-ecosystem comparisons. 

 

Leaf-level measurements of gas and water exchange 

In 2007, leaf level gas exchange was measured on three representative grasses and 

mesquites at each of the three woody encroachment sites during the day and night.  

Measurements spanned a 30+oC range of air temperatures (T), while giving the plant time 

to stabilize in response to changes in T within the measurement cuvette.  We used a LI-

COR 6400 portable photosynthesis system (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) with the 

red–blue light source (LI-6400-02b) to provide consistent light to the leaf.  All 

measurements were conducted at ambient CO2 (375ppm), and vapor pressure deficit was 

kept near 1 kPa.  It was often necessary to add a small amount of water to the CO2 

scrubber on the instrument to provide additional moisture at the higher temperatures to 

buffer excessive vapor pressure deficits, though care was taken to avoid condensation in 
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the measurement tubes.  Nighttime measures of leaf-level respiration (RLeaf) were made 

with no light being delivered to the leaf, but in the late-morning to midday hours leaf-

level net photosynthesis (A) was measured at an irradiance of 1500 µmol m-2 s-1.  The Q10 

of RL and the rates of RL at 25oC (RLeaf25) were calculated as described above for 

ecosystem-scale respiration.  All measurements were conducted on intact leaves on the 

southern face of the plant midway up the canopy, and five P. velutina and five S. wrightii 

individuals were sampled for each type of measurement at each site.  This entire suite of 

measurements was repeated three times throughout the growing season representing pre-

monsoon (DOY 171-173), monsoon (DOY 223-225), and post-monsoon (DOY 284-286) 

periods.   

 

Determination of temperature optima and range of highly-operational temperatures 
and statistical analysis 
 
Amax and NEPmax were estimated from the peak of a four-parameter Lorentzian function 

using SigmaPlot 11.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA), and, by definition, the optimum 

temperature (Topt) was the temperature at which this peak occurred.  Additionally, an 

estimate of the convexity of the temperature response curve was developed by 

quantifying the range of temperatures over which a leaf or ecosystem was assimilating 

50% (Ω50) and 75% (Ω75) of maximum net CO2 uptake (Amax and NEPmax, respectively).  

Ω50 and Ω75 illustrate the difference between the upper and lower temperatures at which 

Amax and NEPmax declined by 50% and 75%, respectively.  These two measures were used 

because changes in Ω50 illustrate variation in the temperature sensitivity at the edge of the 
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plant’s or ecosystem’s functional range and the Ω75 illustrates a plant or ecosystem’s 

ability to assimilate carbon in the range of temperatures most immediate to its 

temperature optima.  Leaf scale data were analyzed in both normalized and non-

normalized forms because each yielded different insights into plant performance.  Data 

normalized to the maximum rates for each sampled plant allowed for an estimation of Topt 

and the convexity of the temperature response function independent of the variation in 

individual plant values of Amax.  Non-normalized data were grouped by parent ecosystem 

so that relative differences in actual rates of carbon flux between growth forms (C4 

grasses and C3 mesquites) could be compared within each ecosystem and throughout the 

growing season periods.  We also extrapolated our measurements of A within each 

growth form across the range of measurement temperatures to the ecosystem scale using 

site-specific measures of canopy cover and leaf area index derived from site-specific 

measures of plant area index (Scott et al. 2006).  This up-scaled canopy temperature 

response function was compared with the actual ecosystem response functions as 

measured by the eddy covariance tower. 

A split-plot, repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA; Statistix v. 

8.0, Analytical Software, Tallahassee, FL) was used to test for differences in leaf-level 

physiological parameters of Amax, Topt, Ω50 and Ω75, and RLeaf between the two sites 

(grassland vs. woodland), three sampling periods, and two species.  The between-

treatment (whole-plot) effect was growth form (mesquite vs. grass), using the growth 

form-by-replicate interaction as the whole-plot error term and an α of 0.05.  The within-

treatment (sub-plot) effects were seasonal periods (pre-monsoon, monsoon, post-
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monsoon) and the growth form-by-season interaction, using the growth form-by-season-

by-replicate interaction as the error term. 

 

Results 

Total annual precipitation at the sites was approximately 275mm in 2007, with about 

60% falling between July-September as part of the North American Monsoon (Figure 2).  

Daytime maxima air temperatures averaged 35oC, often exceeding 37oC, and vapor 

pressure deficit (VPD) averaged 2.5 kPa but often exceeded 3.3 kPa throughout the pre-

monsoon (DOY 140-180).  Surface soil moisture averaged only 8.3% and 6.5% in the 

grassland and woodland, respectively, during this period.  Air temperatures and VPD 

dropped dramatically with the onset of the summer monsoon, averaging 24+2oC and 1.2 

kPa, respectively.  Approximately 130mm of precipitation fell within the monsoon period 

(DOY 190-230), and average soil moisture increased approximately 55% within both 

ecosystems, illustrating a separation between the dominant period of extreme temperature 

stress (pre-monsoon) and the principal period of precipitation input (monsoon).  Daytime 

maxima decreased gradually in the post-monsoon period (DOY 280) to an average of 

27oC, though nighttime minima dropped more dramatically from a monsoon average of 

18oC to about 3oC.  There was less than 2.5mm of precipitation during this period, and 

both ecosystems dried out such that soil moisture within the grassland and woodland fell 

to an average of 8.1% and 7.6%, respectively.  VPD increased only slightly during the 

post-monsoon to 1.4 kPa because, though there was practically no precipitation, air 

temperatures were much lower, yielding a lower evaporative demand on the ecosystems. 
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  The temperature response function of net ecosystem productivity of CO2 (NEP) 

differed significantly between the grassland and mesquite woodland and varied among 

the seasonal periods.  Rates of NEP were greatest within the monsoon period and lowest 

in the cooler post-monsoon, regardless of ecosystem (Figure 3a-c).  The temperature at 

which NEP was at its max (NEPmax) within the grassland was 30.5oC, 30.5oC, and 30.3oC 

in the pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon, respectively, essentially unchanged 

throughout the entire growing season, while NEPmax within the woodland was 26.9oC, 

22.2oC, and 22.1oC throughout these same seasonal periods.  The convexity of each 

temperature response function serves as a measure of the ecosystem’s sensitivity to 

temperature, and the range of temperatures across which NEP was 50% and 75% of 

NEPmax are shown as Ω50 and Ω75, respectively, in Table 1.  In all three seasonal periods, 

Ω50 and Ω75 were greater in the mesquite woodland ecosystem than in the grassland.  Ω50 

increased 16% in the woodland and 27% in the grassland with the transition to the 

monsoon, and dropped 23% in the woodland but increased 35% in the grassland in the 

post-monsoon.  The percentage increase in Ω75 at the onset of the monsoon was greater in 

the woodland ecosystem (22%) than in the grassland (17%), though the relative changes 

in Ω75 in response to the end of the monsoon was similar to those for Ω50.   

Rates of ecosystem respiration (REco) varied in terms of absolute rates, 

temperature sensitivity, and the relative differences between ecosystems depending on 

the seasonal period (Figure 3d-f).  Q10 during the pre-monsoon was 1.54 and 1.53 in the 

grassland and woodland, and rates of RE at 25oC (REco25) was -2.9 and -2.6 µmol m-2 s-1 in 

each of these, respectively.  During the monsoon, the temperature response of RE did not 
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follow a linear trend beyond approximately 23oC in either ecosystem.  REco25
 was similar 

between the two ecosystems during the monsoon, but rates of REco beyond 30oC were 

greater in the woodland than the grassland.  Post-monsoon, the temperature response 

function was again linear, but the sensitivity of REco was greater in the grassland, as 

illustrated by the Q10 of REco of 1.43 and 1.26 in the grassland and woodland, 

respectively.  REco25, however was -1.5 and -2.2 µmol m-2 s-1 in each of these ecosystems, 

representing 46% greater actual rates of REco at this common temperature in the mesquite 

woodland. 

The temperature response functions, maximum rates of assimilation (Amax), and 

temperature at which Amax was at its maximum (Topt) for the dominant C3 shrubs and C4 

grasses at both sites varied significantly between seasonal periods (F2, 40 = 575.20 and 

4.20; p < 0.05 for Amax and Topt, respectively).  The degree of variation in Amax was tied to 

both the vegetative growth form and the physiographic position of the shrubland, as 

reflected in a significant three-way interaction (F1,40 = 80.34; p < 0.001; Figure 4), but 

pooled across all periods and sites, Amax was significantly greater in mesquites than 

grasses (F2,40 = 4.20; p < 0.05).  Generally, Topt was significantly greater in grasses than 

mesquites (F2,40 = 4.20; p < 0.05), though there were subtle differences in Topt and Amax 

within each growth form based on the ecosystem in which it was found.  Pre-monsoon, 

Topt was lower in bunchgrasses growing in the woodland site (28.4oC) than in the 

grassland site (32.2oC; Figure 4a).  This trend of lower Topt in sacaton grasses in the 

woodland continued throughout the monsoon and post-monsoonal periods, though it 

became less pronounced through time.  Topt in mesquites did not differ depending on the 
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ecosystem within which they were growing; average Topt in mesquites from both 

ecosystems decreased from 30.7 oC in the pre-monsoon to 27.7 oC, and 27.2 oC in the 

monsoon and post-monsoon periods, respectively (Figure 4d-f).  Ω50 and Ω75 of A 

increased substantially in grasses in the grassland and the woodland ecosystems by 334% 

and 222%, respectively, in response to the monsoon (Table 2, Figure 4a,b).  Increases in 

Ω75 were even greater than those in the Ω50 in these same bunchgrasses in the grassland 

and the woodland (419% and 252%, respectively).  The ending of the monsoon resulted 

in an increase in the convexity of the temperature response functions and an average 

reduction in Ω50 by 61% and Ω75 by 57% in the bunchgrasses from both ecosystems, 

though the post-monsoon values of Ω50 and Ω75 were higher than those in the pre-

monsoonal period.  Given that levels of soil moisture were similar between the pre- and 

post-monsoon, temperature acclimation in these grasses appears to have carried over 

from the monsoon period.  Pooled across all periods and sites, Ω50 and Ω75 were 

significantly greater in mesquites than in grasses (F2, 40 = 998.43 and 2017.89; p < 

0.001for Ω50 and Ω75, respectively; Table 2).  Ω50 was nearly 40 in mesquites in the 

grassland and well over 40 in those in the woodland during the hot and dry pre-

monsoonal period (Table 2, Figure 4d), and there was no statistically significant change 

in Ω50 at either site in response to the monsoon.  Ω75, however, increased an average of 

11% and 14% in mesquites within the woodland and grassland, respectively, indicating a 

broadening of the area more immediately around the peak of the temperature response 

function.  Similarly, reductions in Ω75 were more significant than those in Ω50 in the post-
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monsoon for mesquites, representing about half the reductions seen for the grasses within 

these same ecosystems.     

Within both the grassland and the woodland ecosystems, grasses were more 

responsive to the onset and ending of the monsoon in terms of Amax than mesquites.  

Average Amax increased 118% and 143% in the grasses within the grassland and 

woodland, respectively, in response to the monsoon, and decreased 72% and 65% in 

these same systems to rates lower than those in the of the pre-monsoon.  The response of 

the Amax of the mesquites to the onset of the monsoon was dependent on the ecosystem 

within which they were found.  Mesquite Amax increased 47% within the grassland, but 

less than 5% within the woodland.  When grouped by ecosystem (Figure 5a-c), on a per-

unit-leaf area-basis within the grassland, grasses and mesquites had essentially equal rates 

of maximum photosynthesis, but mesquites remained physiologically productive across a 

much wider range of temperatures during the pre-monsoon.  During the monsoon, 

however, average Amax in the grasses were 37% greater than in the mesquites, and though 

temperature response convexity was greater in grasses than in mesquites, rates of A 

remained higher at all measured temperatures in the grasses (Figure 5b).  After the 

monsoon, these patterns reversed, and mesquites within the grassland had on average 

25% greater Amax and conducted near-peak rates of A across a wider range of 

temperatures.  Within the woodland ecosystem, Amax was 143% greater in the mesquites 

than the grasses in the pre-monsoon and 53% greater in the post-monsoon, but only 

approximately 5% greater in the monsoonal period (Figure 5, f).  With the exception of 

this narrow range of temperatures during in the monsoon when rates were nearly equal, A 
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were greatest in the mesquites than the grasses at all measurement temperatures in all 

growing season periods.   

Within the grassland ecosystem, Q10 values differed significantly between the two 

growth forms throughout the three periods, but there was no significant change through 

time (Figure 6a-c).  In contrast, Q10’s and rates of RLeaf25 increased significantly through 

time in the grasses and mesquites within the woodland ecosystem (Figure 6d-f), resulting 

in a significant site-by-period interaction (F2, 40 = 71.41; p < 0.001).  Rates of RLeaf25 were 

significantly greater in mesquites than in the grasses within all seasonal periods, 

regardless of the ecosystem (F1, 40 = 276.95; p < 0.001).  The shape of the temperature 

response of the ratio of respiration to gross CO2 exchange was similar between each 

ecosystem (Figure 7, right panels) and the dominant growth form for that ecosystem (left 

panels), though the ratio was always greater at the ecosystem scale.  At both the leaf and 

ecosystem scales, individual grasses and the entire grassland exhibited a peak in this ratio 

such that respiratory efflux was a greater component of gross CO2 exchange at lower and 

higher temperatures (Figure 7a,b).  Within the monsoon, the convexity of these functions 

eased, illustrating an increased capacity to conduct net CO2 assimilation across a broader 

range of temperatures.  The mesquites in the woodland and the woodland ecosystem had 

relatively unchanged ratio of respiration to gross CO2 exchange until about 25oC, beyond 

which respiration became an increasingly greater component of gross CO2 flux (Figure 

7c,d).  In woodland mesquites, the ratio of RLeaf:AGross followed a similar pattern with 

increasing temperature during the pre-monsoon and monsoonal periods, though the ratio 

was consistently more negative at each measurement temperature in the monsoon.  At the 
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ecosystem scale, REco:GEE followed exactly the same ratio across all temperatures 

regardless of season, and every one degree increase temperature beyond 25oC yielded and 

average 16% reduction in the capacity of the woodland ecosystem to have a net 

assimilation of CO2. 

The relative changes in the convexity of the temperature response functions 

among the grassland and the woodland were similar between the measured (NEP; Figure 

3) and up-scaled (Figure 8) functions due to transitions between the growing season 

periods.  During the pre-monsoon, there were substantial differences between the 

convexities of the up-scaled and the measured temperature response functions, and the 

optimum temperatures were significantly higher in the up-scaled estimates.  The greatest 

discrepancies between the scaled and measured response functions occurred within the 

monsoonal season (Figure 8b vs. Figure 3b).  Not only were the convexities of the scaled 

response curves lower than the measured response functions for both ecosystems, but the 

grassland should have been assimilating more CO2 per unit area at temperatures beyond 

about 20oC given this simple extrapolation of leaf-level rates of uptake.  During the post-

monsoon, the convexity of the scaled response curve was again lower than the measured 

curve for the woodland, chiefly at higher temperatures, but there were no significant 

differences between the two curves generated for the grassland (Figure 3c vs. Figure 8c).  

Normalized measures of NEP regressed against these scaled estimates illustrated that 

extrapolations to the ecosystem-scale based on leaf-level measurements consistently 

overestimated NEE at temperatures beyond that at which NEPmax occurred, represented 

by the upper leg of the vertical U-shape in these regressions (Figure 8d,f,h).  Similar 
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regressions of measured GEE against an up-scaled estimate (Figure 8e,g,i) confirmed this 

overestimation at both higher temperatures in all seasons and at lower temperatures 

within the monsoonal season. 

 

Discussion 

In the coming decades, ecosystems within the southwestern U.S. are predicted to 

experience warmer daytime temperatures, an increase in the number of warmer nights, 

and reduced and more variable precipitation (Backlund et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 

2007; Seager et al. 2007; Tebaldi et al. 2006).  The implications of these climatic changes 

on the carbon source/sink status of ecosystems of varying structure, such as grasslands 

versus shrublands, are likely to differ depending on their sensitivities to changing 

temperatures and varied precipitation.  By quantifying net CO2 exchange across a range 

of temperatures at the ecosystem and leaf level within several seasonal periods of 

differing environmental conditions, we were able to determine the relative roles of 

temperature and available soil moisture in controlling ecophysiological functioning at 

multiple scales. 

The role of temperature and precipitation input in limiting ecosystem net CO2 uptake 

For grasslands, precipitation was a major limiting resource for net ecosystem 

productivity (NEP), as seen in the 104% increase in maximum NEP (NEPmax) with the 

onset of the monsoon.  The increase in average NEPmax of the woodland (~57%) in 

response to the onset of the monsoon was significantly lower than that of the grassland, 

and woodland rates of NEP where greater at nearly every point along the range of 
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temperatures the two ecosystems experienced (Figure 3a-c).  Given that the monsoon 

increased surface soil moisture approximately 55%, the ratio of increase in productivity 

in response to precipitation (ΔNEPmax: Δsoil moisture) was nearly 2:1 in the grassland but 

just over 1:1 in the woodland.  This significantly greater stimulation in ΔNEP underscores 

the greater dependency of the grassland on precipitation input.  When the grassland was 

more water-limited in the pre-monsoon, NEP rates only reached 50% of NEPmax (Ω50) 

within a narrow 11oC range of temperatures, while the mesquite woodland had a 24oC 

Ω50 range (Table 1).  In fact, the range of temperatures across which NEP was 75% of 

NEPmax (Ω75) was greater in the woodland than the grassland Ω50 throughout the pre-

monsoon and monsoonal periods, further demonstrating a lower temperature sensitivity 

of the woodland than the grassland in all seasonal periods of varying soil moisture.  In 

response to the onset and ending of the wet monsoonal period, the greatest changes in 

grassland temperature sensitivity were in Ω50, but were in Ω75 in the woodland.  These 

subtle differences illustrate that there was significant expansion of the entire range of 

temperatures over which the grassland could conduct net assimilation of CO2, while there 

was extension in the range of temperatures over which the woodland carried out near-

peak NEP.  

The role of temperature and precipitation input in limiting leaf scale net CO2 uptake 

Grasses and juvenile woody plants are known to compete within a site for space 

and moisture, and Brown and Archer (1999) have shown that mesquite survival rates are 

high, regardless of degree of herbaceous cover or original mesquite seed density.  

Furthermore, they found that reductions in grass density had little effect on seedling net 
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photosynthetic rates or degree of water stress, suggesting that the presence of the grasses 

is neither facilitating nor inhibiting WPE.  We addressed this question of what trait or 

combination of traits allows for juvenile woody plants to outcompete grasses? by 

comparing intra- and interspecific differences in temperature limitations on plant 

productivity within a site that has only recently experienced encroachment and one that is 

fully encroached.  We found that the grasses were only able to outperform juvenile 

mesquites during the wet monsoon.  In non-monsoonal periods, mesquites conducted 

higher rates of net CO2 assimilation (A, photosynthesis) across every measurement 

temperature and were able to maintain net A across a range of temperatures twice that of 

grasses within the historic grassland (Figure 5).  Amax increased nearly 120% in the 

grasses and 50% in the more shallow rooted mesquites within the grassland, but showed 

less than a 5% increase in the deeper-rooted mesquites within the woodland (Figure 5).  

Taken together these results suggest that broader temperature acclimation goes hand in 

hand with deeper access to water sources both across and within species, providing a 

physiological mechanism to the means by which woody plants transition vegetative cover 

of historic grasslands. 

During the monsoonal period, Ω50 of A was equally high among mesquites and 

grasses in both ecosystems, but these C3 shrubs and trees were conducting net 

photosynthesis across a range of temperatures as much as three times that of the grasses 

in the pre-monsoon and twice as great in the post-monsoon (Figure 5, Table 2).  

Furthermore, Ω75 was significantly greater in mesquites than in grasses in every seasonal 

period, regardless of the ecosystem within which measurements were made.  By 
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maintaining physiological function across a wider range of temperatures in these two 

periods of limited precipitation when soil moisture was low (~8%), mesquites were 

acquiring large amounts of carbon, while the grasses were limited to functioning within a 

very narrow range of temperatures.  These findings illustrate that the broad thermal 

acclimation by the C3 mesquites actually resulted in meaningfully higher carbon uptake 

in a tree expanding into grasslands.  Furthermore, these trees are retaining this 

physiological integrity once they are deeper rooted, more consistently accessing stable 

groundwater, and develop into a woodland. 

This trend of greater A in C3 than C4 plants across a broader range of temperatures 

(Fig. 5), particularly when water is not abundantly available, is somewhat contrary to our 

classical understanding of the relative physiological performance of C3 versus C4 plants 

(Fig. 1a; Berry and Björkman 1980).  Significantly greater rates of A are expected in C3 

than C4 plants because of a relatively stronger Rubisco limitation of C4 photosynthesis at 

low temperatures (Kubien et al. 2003), but C4 plants tend to outperform C3 plants at 

higher temperatures (Berry and Björkman 1980; Björkman et al. 1975) and under drier 

soil conditions.  The disparity between expected and measured differences of C3 versus 

C4 temperature optima is likely rooted in the growth form traits of deeper rooting in the 

C3 mesquites at this site, which allows for greater utilization of groundwater (Hultine et 

al. 2004).  The VPD between a leaf and the air rises exponentially as temperatures 

increases.  This increase can lead to reduced stomatal conductance, which induces a 

reduction in intercellular CO2 and, ultimately, A (Barron-Gafford et al. 2007; Berry and 

Björkman 1980; Fredeen and Sage 1999; Medlyn et al. 2002a; Monteith 1995; Sage et al. 
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2008).  Within the woodland ecosystem, significant evaporative cooling may occur near 

the leaf surface within the canopy by way of leaf transpiration, such as in canopies of 

other semiarid riparian trees that access subsurface water (Barron-Gafford et al. 2007).  

Sap flux measurements conducted on mesquites within this woodland showed that 

transpiration rates were only mildly affected by variation in midday VPD (midday VPD 

=2.7 versus 4.1), likely because of mesquites’ deeper access to groundwater (Yepez et al. 

2003).  Therefore, though C4 plants have evolved to perform under conditions of higher 

temperatures within water-limited systems, a shift towards deeper soil water utilization is 

allowing the C3 plants to physiologically outcompete their C4 counterparts within the 

driest seasonal periods.  Ultimately, this water stress avoidance is allowing for C3 

expansion into C4 dominated grasslands.  Evidence for such a trend exists in the 

literature, in that Braswell et al. (1997) found that semiarid C4 grasslands experience 

reductions in NDVI, a proxy for vegetative activity, in warmer years, while C3 wooded-

grasslands, such as the one in this study, had the opposite response. Taken together, these 

results both underscore the variability in ecosystem CO2 source/sink strength in response 

to climatic changes depending on the vegetative composition of ecosystems.  They 

suggest that increased temperature may have negative effects on plant growth or increase 

water stress in grassland ecosystem. 

The relative temperature dependence of leaf and ecosystem net CO2 uptake 

Leaf level Ω50 of the individual plants was considerably greater than ecosystem 

scale Ω50 in all seasonal periods.  For example, Ω50 of the grasses within the grassland 

were significantly greater than the Ω50 of the entire grassland NEP, and similarly so for 
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the mesquites within the woodland and the woodland itself (Figure 3, Figure 5).  The 

shape of the temperature response functions were similar between measured and 

estimated net CO2 uptake for each ecosystem during the pre- and post-monsoon when 

soil respiratory fluxes are known to be lower in these semiarid ecosystems (Barron-

Gafford et al. in review; Potts et al. 2008).  Within the monsoon, leaf level rates of 

assimilation were greater in the grasses in the grassland than the mesquites within the 

woodland (Figure 5) and were, therefore, projected to result in a greater ecosystem flux 

within the grassland than the woodland in the simple up-scaling exercise (Figure 8).  The 

leaf area index of the grass patches were much greater, indicating a more dense collection 

of leaf area per unit soil space and, therefore, a greater potential for self-shading.  The 

leaf level measurements used to estimate the scaled ecosystem level temperature response 

function were conducted under high light, and likely overestimate seasonally integrated 

uptake attained by these grasses at the ecosystem-scale.  The discrepancy in actual and 

estimated ecosystem temperature sensitivity is also likely influenced largely by the 

presence of soil respiratory efflux.  The conflicting signs of the simultaneous uptake of 

CO2 by the canopy and efflux by the soil would yield a reduced NEP at higher 

temperatures that, therefore, result not from reduced physiological capacity but rather 

enhanced soil quality.  Though soil respiration was not quantified in this study, we did 

see find evidence of high rates of leaf-level A at high temperature and relaxed 

temperature sensitivity of leaf-function during this monsoonal period (Figure 6, Table 2). 
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The role of temperature and precipitation input in limiting respiration 

We found that temperature differentially influenced ecosystem and leaf level 

respiration rates throughout the growing season.  The response of ecosystem scale 

respiration (REco) to a range of temperatures (Q10) was statistically similar between the 

two ecosystems in the pre-monsoon (Figure 3).  The non-linear response of REco to 

temperature within the monsoon beyond 20oC corresponds to the range of temperatures 

(20oC to 33oC) over which soil respiration has been shown to be highly variable due to 

hysteretic effects (Barron-Gafford et al. in review).  Within the monsoon period alone, 

soil respiration across this narrow band of temperatures varied as much as 162% (2.7 to 

6.8 µmol m-2 s-1) under mesquites depending on the time of the day they were measured.  

This extreme variation in soil respiration may be influencing the non-linearities in REco 

responses to temperature found here.  During the post-monsoon period, the Q10 of 

response of REco were again linear, but the temperature sensitivity did not differ between 

ecosystems (Figure 3).   

Rates of REco were significantly greater in the woodland ecosystem in across 

nearly all temperatures, so though the ecosystems were equally sensitive to changes in 

temperature, the woodland consistently experienced a greater average CO2 efflux at each 

binned temperature point.  Mesquite deposition of abundant, easily decomposable, N-rich 

litter has been shown to increase sub-canopy soil organic carbon and total nitrogen 

(Hibbard et al. 2001; McCulley et al. 2004; Throop and Archer 2008).  Breakdown of this 

high quality litter leads to elevated soil CO2 concentrations (McLain et al. 2008), and 

greater ecosystem scale respiration within mesquite woodlands than grasslands (Scott et 
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al. 2004).  Daily average soil respiration rates have been shown to be about 51% greater 

under mesquites than grasses in a similar mixed upland ecosystem throughout this post-

monsoonal period (Barron-Gafford et al. in review).  Average leaf level respiration at 

25oC (RLeaf25) in mesquites was more than twice that grasses during the post-monsoon, so 

though soil respiration was clearly a major driver of REco, these higher RLeaf rates in 

mesquites than grasses also contributed to this trend of higher REco across all 

temperatures.  Smith et al. (1996) note that in order to maintain maximal rates of A during 

periods of highly available soil moisture, a plant would need to have leaves packed with 

large amounts of N-based photosynthetic machinery.  Leaf nitrogen concentration is often 

significantly greater in woody plants than grasses, and during the post-monsoon, those 

leaves with higher nitrogen concentrations would have higher maintenance respiration 

costs, highlighting that there is a substantial respiratory cost to having lots of 

photosynthetic machinery invested in a leaf.  Taken together, these results illustrate that 

the allocation of leaf nitrogen to the mesquite leaves drives high rates of photosynthesis, 

but also influences carbon flux by driving greater RLeaf when the leaf is still attached to 

the plant and inducing higher RSoil once it is on the ground. 

 

Conclusions 

C4 grasses were only able to physiologically outperform encroaching C3 mesquites when 

precipitation was relatively abundant (monsoon) and the mesquites were only recently 

established.  In non-monsoonal periods, mesquites conducted higher rates of 

photosynthesis across every measurement temperature and were able to maintain net 
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photosynthesis across a range of temperatures twice that of grasses within the historic 

grassland.  These patterns were only exaggerated in the woodland ecosystem where the 

mesquites were more established.  In terms of ecosystem scale responses of net CO2 flux 

to temperature, the grassland was nearly twice as sensitive to temperature than the 

woodland, and the greater access of the woodland to subsurface water allowed for a 

relaxation of the ecosystem’s dependence on precipitation for capacity for assimilation. 

Given these interspecific differences in temperature sensitivity of CO2 flux and 

the role of precipitation input in moderating that sensitivity, projected climatic change 

scenarios will likely differentially influence future CO2 source/sink status of ecosystems 

depending on the dominant vegetative cover.  Terrestrial air temperatures have been 

predicted to increase between 1.4-5.8oC over the next century (IPCC 2001), and 

ecosystems within the southwestern U.S. are predicted to experience warmer daytime 

temperatures, and an increase in the number of warmer nights (Backlund et al. 2008; 

Christensen et al. 2007; Cubasch et al. 2001; Tebaldi et al. 2006).  In addition to 

becoming warmer, Western North America has experienced a decrease in precipitation of 

approximately 15% since 1900 (Cubasch et al. 2001).  Models predict reduced and more 

variable precipitation patterns with longer interstorm periods (Backlund et al. 2008; 

Christensen et al. 2007; Tebaldi et al. 2006) and enhanced interannual variability in the 

amount precipitation that will falls within the North American summer monsoon 

(Cubasch et al. 2001).  With these projections of climatic change in hand, we suggest 

that: 

1) The rate of C3 shrub invasion will accelerate under current climate change projections  
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     across the southwest.  Due to its greater access to groundwater sources, C3 shrubs   

     outcompeted grasses by way of maintaining a broader thermal acclimation, and ability  

     to perform near-peak rates of CO2 assimilation within prolonged periods of limited  

     rainfall. 

2) Because even young C3 shrubs are able to assimilate more CO2 than grasses  

     throughout unfavorable periods, areas now relatively unaffected by mesquite  

     expansion are likely to be more prone to this widespread vegetative change, such as in  

     elevation-determined desert grasslands along mountain fronts. 

3) Currently encroached/transformed grasslands are likely to remain so, and will be more  

     resilient to the climatic perturbations of short-term drought than historic grasslands  

     that have not experienced any woody plant encroachment. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1 ~ (a) Expected leaf and (b) ecosystem level temperature response functions of 

C3 and C4 photosynthesis.  Leaf level responses are redrawn from Berry and Bjorkman 

(1980).  Horizontal dashed lines indicate broadening in the convexity of the temperature 

response function, which is indicative of the degree of temperature sensitivity.  Vertical 

arrows indicate a shifting in the maxima rate of CO2 uptake at the leaf and ecosystem 

scales that might occur in seasonal periods of greater soil water availability. 

 

Figure 2 ~ (a) Precipitation within the grassland and woodland and average daytime 

maximum and minimum temperatures among the two ecosystems.  (b) Surface soil 

moisture at the grassland and woodland throughout the entire annual cycle.  Long dashed 

vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of the pre-monsoon, dotted lines bracket the 

monsoon, and short-dashed lines indicate the beginning and end of the post-monsoonal 

period. 

 

Figure 3 ~ (a-c) Net ecosystem productivity (NEP) throughout the pre-monsoon, 

monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods across the range of temperatures that the grassland 

(black circles) and woodland (grey triangles) experienced.  (d-f) Ecosystem respiration 

(RE) across these same seasonal periods are shown for both sites.  Data are presented in 

the traditional plant-physiological manner, rather than in atmospheric notation, to aid in 

comparison with leaf level data. 
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Figure 4 ~ (a-c) Leaf level assimilation data for C4 grasses within the woodland (grey 

triangles) and grassland (black circles) ecosystems normalized to the maximum rate on a 

per plant basis for the pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods.  (d-f) Same 

as above but for the C3 mesquites located in the woodland (grey triangles) and grassland 

(black circles) ecosystems. 

 

Figure 5 ~ (a-c) Leaf level assimilation (A) data for C4 grasses and C3 mesquites across 

the range of temperatures within the grassland ecosystem for the pre-monsoon, monsoon, 

and post-monsoonal periods.  (d-f) Same as above but for the C4 grasses and C3 

mesquites located in the woodland ecosystem. 

 

Figure 6 ~ (a-c) Leaf level respiration (RLeaf) data for C4 grasses and C3 mesquites across 

the range of temperatures within the grassland ecosystem for the pre-monsoon, monsoon, 

and post-monsoonal periods.  (d-f) Same as above but for the C4 grasses and C3 

mesquites located in the woodland ecosystem. 

 

Figure 7 ~ The ratio of leaf level respiration to gross photosynthesis (RLeaf:AGross) across a 

range of temperatures for the dominant vegetation within the grassland (a) and mesquite 

woodland (c) during the pre-monsoon (grey squares) and the monsoonal (black squares) 

periods.  The ratio of ecosystem level respiration to gross photosynthesis (REco:GEE) 

across a range of temperatures for the grassland (b) and mesquite woodland (d) during the 

pre-monsoon (grey squares) and the monsoonal (black squares) periods. 
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Figure 8 ~ (a-c) Up-scaled estimates of net ecosystem uptake of CO2 using leaf level  

measures of net assimilation of CO2 and site-specific measures of leaf area index and  

vegetative cover of mesquite and bunchgrass.  Estimates of the temperature response of  

net assimilation are shown for the grassland (solid line) and the woodland (dotted line)  

throughout the pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods.  (d,f,h)  Regressions  

of the measured net ecosystem productivity and the up-scaled estimate within the pre- 

monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods, respectively.  (e,g,i)  Regressions of the  

measured gross ecosystem exchange of CO2 and the up-scaled estimate within the pre- 

monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods, respectively.
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 6. 
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Figure 7. 
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Figure 8. 
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Table 1 (Ecosystem-scale) and Table 2 (Leaf-scale) give the range across which ecosystems of leaves of the bunchgrasses and 
mesquites within those ecosystems were able to conduct rates of net CO2 assimilation at 50% (Ω50) and 75% (Ω75) of maxima uptake. 
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ECOSYSTEM LEVEL CO2 FLUX IN SHRUBLAND ECOSYSTEMS 
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Abstract  

We quantified the temperature response of both the dominant vegetative components 

within semiarid shrublands of differing physiographic position and the ecosystems 

themselves to examine how temperature sensitivity varies with access to stable 

groundwater.  By repeatedly measuring CO2 uptake across a wide range of temperatures 

and estimating soil respiration, we quantified the temperature sensitivity of these systems, 

computed changes in those responses due to periods of precipitation input, and estimated 

the role of component fluxes in driving ecosystem-scale responses.  We found that having 

a connectivity to stable groundwater sources decoupled leaf and ecosystem scale 

temperature sensitivity relative to comparable sites lacking such access.  Access to 

groundwater not only resulted in the temperature sensitivity of the riparian shrubland 

being nearly half that of the upland throughout all seasonal periods, but also actual rates 

of net ecosystem productivity (NEP) being 1.5X greater when precipitation was relatively 

abundant and five times greater when it was not.  Maxima rates of NEP were nine times 

more responsive to the onset of the monsoon in the upland than in the riparian shrubland, 

emphasizing that a weaker coupling to groundwater resulted in a stronger connectivity 

between ecosystem performance and precipitation input.  Similarly, the temperature 

sensitivity of leaf-level photosynthesis was about 1/3rd that in the drier shrubland than the 

riparian site during periods of little to no precipitation.  At the end of the year, the 

ecosystem with access to groundwater was a strong sink for CO2 from the atmosphere, 

while the site without stable water was a nearly neutral source of CO2.  This reduced net 

CO2 assimilation in drier shrubland likely contributed to the relative diminutive stature 
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and sparse coverage of the upland landscape relative to the riparian shrubland, 

underscoring the influence of connectivity to stable groundwater on ecosystem structure. 

 

Introduction  

Within the semiarid southwestern US, surface air temperatures have increased 

approximately 0.75-1.50oC over the last 30 years (Cubasch et al. 2001; Kimball et al. in 

press).  This region is predicted to experience warmer daytime temperatures and an 

increase in the number of warmer nights (Backlund et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 2007; 

Cubasch et al. 2001; Tebaldi et al. 2006; Weiss et al. 2009).  In addition to becoming 

warmer, the semiarid southwest is forecasted to become a progressively drier region 

characterized by extreme rain events.  Western North America has experienced a 

decrease in precipitation of approximately 15% since 1900 (Cubasch et al. 2001).  

Models forecast reduced and more variable precipitation patterns with longer interstorm 

periods (Backlund et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 2007; Overpeck and Cole 2006; Seager 

et al. 2007; Tebaldi et al. 2006) and enhanced interannual variability in the amount of 

annual precipitation and that which falls within the North American summer monsoon 

(Cubasch et al. 2001).  Uncertainty in how plants and ecosystems will perform under 

these scenarios has renewed research interest in quantifying plant responses to changing 

temperatures under varying degrees of water stress in hopes of better anticipating 

ecosystem-scale responses to climatic change (Barron-Gafford et al. 2007; Gunderson et 

al. 2000; Lloyd and Farquhar 2008; Medlyn et al. 2002a; Medlyn et al. 2002b; Montpied 

et al. 2009; Sage et al. 2008).   
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Overlaid upon and interacting with these predicted meteorological changes are 

land-cover changes, most notably woody plant encroachment (WPE) into historical 

grasslands.  WPE is a worldwide phenomena that alters ecosystem attributes such as 

incoming solar radiation (Breshears et al. 1998; Villegas et al. 2010), nutrient cycling and 

availability (Hibbard et al. 2001; McLain et al. 2008; Throop and Archer 2008), net 

ecosystem exchange of carbon and water (Hughes et al. 2006; Jackson et al. 2000; Scott 

et al. 2006b), and ecosystem structure and function (Huxman et al. 2005; Jackson et al. 

2002).  WPE has been documented throughout regions of varied water status (Jackson et 

al. 2002; Knapp et al. 2008b; Van Auken 2009).  Examples include Juniperus spp. 

movement into the US Central Plains (see McKinley et al. 2008), creosotebush (Larrea 

tridentata) encroachment into the American southwest (Buffington and Herbel 1965), 

and mesquite (Prosopis spp.) expansion worldwide (Archer 1994; Harding and Bate 

1991; McClaran 2003; Zimmermann 1991).   

Plant growth form traits influence plant and ecosystem phenology by determining 

growth responses to precipitation events and the length of time individual species remain 

productive through stressful periods of drought or elevated temperatures (Smith et al. 

1996).  Grasses allocate relatively little biomass to deep rooting.  In contrast, invading 

woody plants often develop an extensive network of deeper roots and are sometimes 

phreatophytic, such that in certain physiographic positions (riparian versus upland) they 

are able to access stable groundwater and become more or less decoupled from rainfall 

(Carprenter 1956).  Traits related to these plant growth/life forms can play an important 

role in modifying both ecosystem-scale hydrologic processes (Canadell et al. 1996; 
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Jackson et al. 2000; Schenk and Jackson 2002) and plant carbon and water flux (Evanari 

et al. 1975; Hultine et al. 2006; Hultine et al. 2004; Jenerette et al. 2009).  Woody 

species, therefore, develop defined phenological patterns within a growing season, 

whereas grass species remain more flexible in their growth and senescence periods based 

on opportunistic uptake (Jenerette et al. 2009). 

Leaf physiological traits are also fundamental component of ecosystem-

atmosphere gas exchange [Wright et al. 2004; Enquist et al. 2007].  Leaf physiology is 

associated with how well plants assimilate CO2 (A, photosynthesis) and respond to 

variations in vapor pressure deficit (VPD), light, [CO2], and temperature.  C4 grasses tend 

to have higher rates of A at higher temperatures than C3 plants, such as mesquite, but are 

less able to conduct net CO2 uptake across a wide range of temperatures (Berry and 

Björkman 1980).  This temperature response of A often follows an Arrhenius function, 

increasing to a optimum beyond which rates decline depending on the individual thermal 

tolerance (Farquhar et al. 1980; Leuning 2002).  The convexity of this response function 

not only dependent on the photosynthetic pathway (C3 or C4) or degree of acclimation 

potential, but also on the physiographic position of the landscape in which the plant is 

found.  In riparian areas, access to stable groundwater may lead to differential 

acclimatization of C3 and C4 under the stress of higher temperatures and vapor pressure 

deficit (VPD) depending on their rooting attributes.  This results in a temperature 

response and an ecosystem carbon balance that are tied to physiographic position.   

Riparian woodland growing season length has been shown to be determined by air 

temperatures in the spring (end of frost) and fall (first frost) rather than onset and ending 
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of precipitation inputs (Scott et al. 2004).  While high temperatures and VPD induce 

some stomatal closure in mature mesquites in the late afternoon within riparian settings, 

even when a stable supply of groundwater remains, reductions in physiological function 

are likely less than those in upland settings where stable groundwater is not accessible.  

Within semiarid regions, grassland productivity is more sensitive to precipitation input 

than woodland or mixed-vegetation ecosystems because grasses have less connectivity to 

stable groundwater due to differences in rooting depth (Ehleringer et al. 1991; Golluscio 

et al. 1998; Jackson et al. 2000; Potts et al. 2006; Scott et al. 2000; Williams et al. 2006).  

There are clear topographical or physiographic influences on ecosystem responses to 

precipitation input, both in terms the timing and amount of precipitation.  Riparian 

woodlands are significantly less sensitive to monsoon events than upland sites, whether 

those rains are small or large (Potts et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2006a).  In contrast, mesquites 

in upland shrublands tend to be more responsive to larger precipitation events (>35mm) 

than smaller pulses (Fravolini et al. 2005).  Based on a simple “bucket model” of soil 

water availability, Knapp et al. (2008a) suggest that dryland ecosystems that are “usually 

stressed” under current precipitation patterns of frequent, but more extreme precipitation 

events of greater size.  The rational being that large events may more completely 

recharge the soil water reservoir available to plants, increasing the time soil water content 

is above stress thresholds.  Forecasted precipitation patterns may differentially benefit 

mesquites, which appear to respond more favorably to large events, over grasses, which 

have evolved a rooting system aimed at quickly capturing smaller pulses. 
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In this context we explored the concomitant controls of temperature and 

precipitation input on leaf and ecosystem scale CO2 flux in upland and riparian semiarid 

grasslands that have been encroached by Prosopis velutina.  We used these paired 

ecosystems, now a mixed mosaic of C4 grasses and C3 mesquites, as a model for 

ecosystems of differential access to stable groundwater.  We asked the following 

questions: (1) how does temperature differentially limit net CO2 uptake in C4 grasses and 

C3 mesquites in contrasting physiographic positions throughout growing season periods 

of varying precipitation and temperature extremes?; (2) within this semiarid setting, when 

are rates of ecosystem scale CO2 uptake temperature sensitive, and how does access to 

groundwater influence those large scale sensitivities?; and (3) how do the component 

fluxes of CO2 uptake and efflux contribute to ecosystem scale temperature sensitivity?  

Answering these questions can reveal how increased temperatures and more variable 

precipitation might influence mixed vegetation ecosystems that experience dramatic 

changes in available soil moisture, such as may occur within mesic or semiarid regions 

worldwide under projected climatic change scenarios. 
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Methods 

Study sites and species  

Two shrubland ecosystems, former grasslands that have experienced significant woody 

plant encroachment, were used for this study.  The riparian site (31.566 N, 110.133 W) is 

located on an old alluvial terrace at an elevation of 1237 m, bordering the San Pedro 

River.  This shrubland ecosystem is dominated by velvet mesquite (P. velutina), which 

covers approximately 51% of the area within a 200 m diameter of the site’s eddy 

covariance tower.  Sacaton bunchgrass (Sporobolus wrightii) comprises approximately 

27% of the understory canopy cover.  An additional 32% of the understory is inter-

canopy soil space that fills in with various annual herbaceous species, most commonly 

Viguiera dentata (Cav.) Spreng (Yepez et al. 2003).  Mean bunchgrass canopy height was 

1.25 m, and the mesquites averaged 3.7 m in height.  The mean depth to groundwater at 

the riparian site is 6.5 m (Potts et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2006b).  The upland site is located 

within the Santa Rita Experimental Range (31.8214°N, 110.8661°W, elevation: 1116m).  

Mesquites cover approximately 35% of the area surrounding the eddy covariance tower at 

this site.  Much of the space between the mesquite canopies consisting of a mosaic of 

bunchgrasses (Eragrostis lehmanniana Nees, Digitaria californica Benth. Muhlenbergia 

porteri, and Bouteloua eriopoda) and seasonally bare soil.  Total canopy cover of 

perennial grasses, forbs and sub-shrubs at this site was approximately 22% (Scott et al. 

2009), and winter and summer ephemerals cover more than half or the remaining 

intercanopy space in response to prolonged wetting.  Mesquite averaged 2.5 m in height, 

and the mean depth to groundwater at this upland site is likely more than 100 m, as 
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nearby wells measured depths to groundwater of 100 m and 154 m.  Mean annual 

precipitation (1971-2000) at the riparian shrubland ranges from 313-386 mm (Scott et al. 

2006b) and averages (1937-2007) 377 mm at the upland site (Scott et al. 2009), with 

about 50% falling between July-September as part of the North American Monsoon.   

 

Eddy covariance measurements 

Ecosystem scale carbon dioxide, water vapor, and energy fluxes have been monitored 

continuously at the grassland since 2003 and at the woodland since 2001.  Detailed 

descriptions of the micrometeorological instrumentation, sensor heights and orientations, 

and data processing procedures are provided elsewhere (Potts et al. 2008; Scott et al. 

2004; Scott et al. 2006b; Scott et al. 2009).  Briefly, the 8 m riparian and upland towers 

measure all of the necessary variables to quantify 30 minute averages of net ecosystem 

exchange of CO2 (NEE; µmol m−2 s−1), along with measures of air temperature (Tair), 

vapor pressure deficit, pressure, incoming photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), 

net and short wave radiation, and precipitation.  We filtered out CO2 flux data recorded 

during poor turbulent mixing by removing data associated with a friction velocity (u*) 

less than 0.15m−2 s−1 (Potts et al. 2008; Scott et al. 2006b).  Ecosystem scale gross 

ecosystem exchange of CO2 (GEE) was calculated using the remaining data according to:   

GEE = REco – NEE                         (1)       

where REco is ecosystem respiration, derived from the nighttime NEE data and procedure 

outlined in Reichstein et al. (2005).  For the purposes of this study, all data from the day 

of a precipitation event and from the subsequent five days were removed to avoid 
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capturing spikes in biological activity in response to wetting (Jenerette et al. 2008).  We 

used the simple transformation of NEP = -NEE, where NEP refers to net ecosystem 

productivity, so that ecosystem scale data is on the same sign convention as that of the 

physiological leaf level data which views net CO2 uptake as a positive value.  The 

resulting pool of eddy covariance data was divided into pre-monsoon (DOY 140-180), 

monsoon (190-230), and post-monsoon (280-320) periods for each of the shrubland sites.  

These 40-day periods were selected because they represented both the climatic conditions 

typical of the season within which they were found and a period during that season when 

canopies were present and relatively stable.  Each seasonal batch of NEP data within each 

site was separated into sixteen 2.5oC temperature bins from 0oC to 40oC.  Within each 

2.5oC bin, NEP was regressed against PPFD to assess temperature effects at different 

light levels across the day and season (Huxman et al. 2003).  From this regression, light-

saturated NEP for each bin of Tair was estimated using the following equation in a non-

linear, least-squares regression using SigmaPlot 11.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA): 

                                      (2) 

where αe' is the apparent quantum yield of the ecosystem, NEPsat is the net CO2 exchange 

at light saturation, and Re is the mean respiratory net CO2 exchange at PPFD = 0 (after 

Ruimy et al. 1995).  The NEPsat at each of these 16 temperature bins were plotted for 

each shrubland site within each seasonal period to assess a temperature response function  

for each ecosystem.  The Q10 of RE was calculated as: 

Q10 = the RE rate at Tair + 10oC / RE rate at Tair.       (3) 
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where Tair was set to the common temperature of 25oC.  Rates of RE at this common 

temperature (RE25) were also used for between-ecosystem comparisons. 

 

Leaf level physiological measurements of gas and water exchange 

Measurements of leaf level gas exchange were conducted across a 25+oC range of air 

temperatures (Tair) on representative mesquites and grasses at each of the shrubland sites 

during the day and night throughout 2007.  We used a LI-COR 6400 portable 

photosynthesis system (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) with the red–blue light source 

(LI-6400-02b) to provide a consistent irradiance of 1500 µmol m-2 s-1 to the leaf during 

daytime measurements of net photosynthesis (A).  All measurements were conducted at 

ambient CO2 (375ppm), and vapor pressure deficit was kept near 1 kPa to avoid 

artificially inducing stress on the leaf.  We occasionally had to add a small amount of 

water to the CO2 scrubber on the instrument to provide additional moisture at the higher 

temperatures to buffer excessive vapor pressure deficits, though care was taken to avoid 

condensation in the measurement tubes.  All measurements were conducted on southern-

facing, intact leaves midway up the height of the canopy.  Nighttime measures of leaf 

level respiration (RLeaf) and mid-morning A were measured across the range of 

temperature on five P. velutina and five individuals of the dominant grass at each site.  

After being measured, all leaf samples were removed from the plant and stored in paper 

envelopes.  Leaf area was calculated for each replicate using a leaf area meter (CI-202, 

CID Bio-Science, Camas, WA, USA), and samples were then air dried in the laboratory.  
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This entire suite of measurements was repeated three times throughout the growing 

season representing pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods. 

 

Estimation of soil respiratory efflux across seasonal periods 

Rsoil was quantified using manual chambers and permanently installed soil collars.  Eight 

to ten soil collars, each with a diameter of 10.2 cm, were installed to a depth of 5cm 

within each of the shrublands.  Sample collars were located both within and outside of the 

vertically projected crown of mesquites in order to gain an average Rsoil for the entire 

range of vegetative cover types.  The details of the measurement systems are described in 

more detail elsewhere (Cable et al. 2008; Potts et al. 2008), but briefly Rsoil was measured 

using a 3-liter soil chamber connected to a portable CO2 gas analyzer (LI-820, LI-COR 

Biosciences, Nebraska, USA).  The CO2 analyzer was interfaced with a laptop for data 

viewing, collection, and storage.  At each collar, integrated soil temperature was 

measured across the upper 10 cm using a handheld probe (Temp-100, OAKTON 

Instruments, Illinois, USA), and soil moisture integrated over a 12 cm depth was 

measured using a handheld water content sensor (HydroSense system, Campbell 

Scientific Inc., Logan, UT).  Rsoil at all collars were measured at least once within each of 

the seasonal periods. 
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Determination of temperature optima and the degree of temperature-limitations to CO2 
uptake and statistical analysis 
 
Amax and NEPmax were estimated from the peak of a Lorentzian function using SigmaPlot 

11.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA), and the optimum temperature (Topt) was the 

temperature at which this peak in the temperature response function occurred.  A metric 

of the convexity of the temperature response function was derived by quantifying the 

range of temperatures over which a leaf or ecosystem was assimilating 50% and 75% of 

maximum net CO2 uptake (Amax and NEPmax, respectively).  Ω50 and Ω75 illustrate the 

difference between the upper and lower temperatures at which Amax and NEPmax declined 

by 75% and 50%, respectively.  Both measures were employed because changes in Ω50 

illustrates variation in the temperature sensitivity at the edge of the plant’s or ecosystem’s 

functional range, while Ω75 illustrates a plant or ecosystem’s ability to assimilate carbon 

in the range of temperatures most immediate to its temperature optima. 

 A split-plot, repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA; Statistix v. 

8.0, Analytical Software, Tallahassee, FL) was used to test for differences in leaf scale 

plant physiological variables of Amax, Topt, Ω50 and Ω75, and RLeaf between the two sites 

(physiographic position), three sampling periods, and two species.  The between-

treatment (whole-plot) effect was growth form (mesquite vs. grass), using the growth 

form-by-replicate interaction as the whole-plot error term and an α of 0.05.  The within-

treatment (sub-plot) effects were seasonal periods (pre-monsoon, monsoon, post-

monsoon) and the growth form-by-season interaction, using the growth form-by-season-

by-replicate interaction as the error term.   
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Results  

Ecosystem scale environmental characteristics 

Cumulative precipitation at the riparian and upland site was 263 mm and 330 mm, 

respectively (Figure 1a,b).  Weekly averages of temperature maxima peaked within both 

shrublands during the pre-monsoon (DOY 140-180) at around 40oC, but it was 

consistently warmer in the upland shrubland.  Weekly averages of diel temperature were 

as little as 1oC different between the sites during the monsoon (DOY 190-230), but as 

much as 8.4oC in the post-monsoon (DOY 280-320; ΔT, Figure 2c).  There was a greater 

difference in the average fluctuation in daily temperature (daily maxima - minima) at the 

riparian site (23.4oC) than at the upland site (14.2 oC).  This trend in ΔT was likely more a 

reflection of the lower minima in the riparian site, as there was not a dramatic difference 

in daytime maxima.  With the exception of late winter when vapor pressure deficit (VPD) 

was similar between the sites, VPD was consistently higher in the upland site (Figure 

1c,d, Figure 2d).  Weekly averages of diel VPD were 1.1 kPa greater in upland during the 

pre-monsoon and 0.5 kPa greater throughout the monsoon and post-monsoon periods.  

The upland site was dramatically drier belowground throughout the year also; average 5, 

10, and 50 cm depth measures of soil moisture were 4.4, 4.3, and 7.0%, respectively, in 

the upland shrubland versus 6.8, 8.8, and 9.0% in the riparian site at these same depths 

(Figure 1e-h).  Weekly averages of soil moisture at the 5 cm and 10 cm depths were more 

responsive to precipitation pulses within the riparian site than the upland site.  With the 

exception of a small period within the monsoon when weekly averages of soil moisture at 

the upland site at the 50cm depth increased dramatically in response to multiple rain 
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events, the upland site had consistently lower soil moisture levels than the riparian site, as 

illustrated by negative values (Figure 2e). 

 

Ecosystem-scale carbon flux and seasonal temperature response functions 

By DOY 85, weekly averages of NEE in the riparian site were negative, indicating net 

CO2 uptake by the ecosystem, though the upland shrubland did not experience negative 

weekly averages of NEE until DOY 203 (Figure 2a).  By the onset of the pre-monsoon 

period, the riparian site was a net sink for CO2 from the atmosphere in the amount of 24.5 

gC m-2, while the upland site was a net source with a cumulative efflux of 13 gC m-2 

(ΣΝΕΕ; Figure 2b).  Weekly averages of NEE indicated that both shrubland ecosystems 

continued to assimilate CO2 until approximately DOY 325.  By the end of the monsoon, 

the riparian site had received 193 mm of precipitation, while the upland site had received 

222 mm.  So despite receiving less precipitation, the riparian site had a ΣΝΕΕ of -123 gC 

m-2 and the upland site was still a net source of 10.3 gC m-2.  At the beginning of the 

monsoon ΣΝΕΕ in the riparian and upland sites had been -73.6 and 27.2 gC m-2, 

respectively (Figure 2a,b).  Given that the shrublands received 116 and 155mm during 

the monsoon, respectively, the rain use efficiency (gC m-2 assimilated throughout the 

monsoon period per mm of precipitation received) was 0.259 and 0.8 in riparian and 

upland sites, respectively. 

 The temperature response function of net ecosystem productivity of CO2 (NEP) 

and ecosystem-scale respiration (REco) differed considerably between the upland and 

riparian shrubland ecosystems and varied among the seasonal periods (Figure 3a-c).  
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Maximum NEP within this temperature response function (NEPmax) were greatest within 

the monsoon period for both shrublands, though NEPmax in the upland site was lowest in 

the hot pre-monsoon but lowest in the riparian site during the cooler post-monsoon.  The 

temperatures at NEPmax within the upland site were quite dynamic (19.7oC, 28.1oC, and 

22.1oC in the pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoon, respectively) but varied little 

within the riparian site (27.1oC, 27.7oC, and 26.3oC in these same seasonal periods).  

NEPmax increased 420% from pre-monsoon rates in response to the monsoon in the 

upland, representing a more than five-fold increase, but only increased 45% in the 

riparian site.  In spite of this variation in increased monsoon performance, the end of the 

monsoon resulted in an approximately 50% reduction in NEPmax for both shrublands.  

The Ω50 and Ω75 of NEP for the riparian shrubland were consistently nearly twice that of 

the upland site, averaging 52+4% higher throughout the three seasonal periods (Table 1).  

Surprisingly, both shrublands experienced a reduction in the Ω50 and Ω75 of NEP between 

the pre-monsoon and the monsoonal periods, indicating a greater temperature sensitivity 

of the ecosystems.  This reduction in Ω50 was more severe for the riparian (38%) than the 

upland (7%) site.  The transition from the monsoon to the post-monsoon period yielded a 

30% increase in Ω50 and Ω75 of NEP for the upland shrubland.  In contrast, the riparian 

site experienced an increase of 39% in Ω50 of NEP and 29% in Ω75, indicating a greater 

expansion in the edges of the temperature response function than the area around its peak 

in the post-monsoon (Figure 3, Table 1). 

Ecosystem-scale respiratory (REco) responses to temperature were also dynamic 

throughout the seasonal periods for both shrublands, though the riparian site consistently 
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had the most negative REco25, indicating a greater efflux of CO2 from the ecosystem to the 

atmosphere (Figure 3d-f).  During the pre-monsoon, there was relatively little REco in the 

upland shrubland and the temperature response of REco (Q10) was 0.98, indicating no 

change in REco with increases in temperature.  However, within the riparian site, REco25 

was -2.8 µmol m-2 s-1 and Q10 was 1.5, illustrating both a dramatic efflux of CO2 from 

this shrubland and a strong temperature response function (Figure 3d).  Among all 

seasons, REco25 were most negative for both ecosystems during the monsoon period, 

though the temperature response function became curvilinear.  The Q10 of the riparian 

site, for example, was 2.2 for the 15-25oC range, but only 1.0 for the 25-35oC range in 

temperatures.  The increase in REco within the monsoon was much more dramatic for the 

upland site (844%) than the riparian (57%) shrubland as REco25 reached -3.4 and -4.4 

µmol m-2 s-1, respectively.  The post-monsoon brought a decrease of 56% in the upland 

and 45% in the riparian sites’ REco25.  This reduction, therefore, was more sizeable 

reduction in the upland, though post-monsoon rates were still more than four times what 

they had been in the pre-monsoon for this shrubland (Figure 3d,f). 

 

Leaf-scale temperature response functions for day- and nighttime net CO2 flux  

The temperature response functions, maximum rates of assimilation (Amax), and 

temperature at which Amax was at its maximum (Topt) for the dominant C3 shrubs and C4 

grasses at both sites varied significantly between seasonal periods (F2, 40 = 732.33 and 

8.64; p < 0.05 for Amax and Topt, respectively).  The degree of variation was tied to both 

the vegetative growth form and the physiographic position of the shrubland, as reflected 
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in a significant three-way interaction in both parameters (F2,40 = 7.02 and 11.52; p < 0.05 

for Amax and Topt, respectively; Figure 4).  Within both shrublands, the greatest Amax were 

attained during the monsoon by the bunchgrasses (48.85+2.36) compared to mesquite 

(19.79+1.20), though the mesquites outperformed grasses in the pre-monsoon 

(14.86+2.54 and 10.14+2.17 for mesquite and grasses, respectively) and post-monsoon 

periods (17.75+1.68 and 9.90+1.35 for mesquite and grasses, respectively).  In addition, 

within the upland site, the transition from the pre-monsoon to the monsoon brought an 

increase in Amax of 124% in the mesquites and more than a 11-fold (1041%) increase in 

the grasses.  The transition to the post-monsoon reduced these Amax by 21% in the 

mesquites and 86% in the grasses, such that rates during the post-monsoon remained 

higher than those in the pre-monsoon.  In contrast, Amax in riparian site mesquite were 

both higher than in upland site plants, and invariant across all three seasonal periods.  

Peak monsoon Amax in grasses within the riparian shrubland were 234% higher than pre-

monsoon levels, and 301% lower during the post-monsoon.   

   Both the Ω50 and Ω75 of A peaked in the monsoon for both growth forms and 

were significantly greater in mesquites than the grasses across the pre-monsoon, 

monsoon, and post-monsoon blocks (F1,40 = 766.65 and 539.13; p < 0.001 for Ω50 and 

Ω75, respectively; Figure 4, Table 2).  The pre-monsoon to monsoon transition yielded a 

64% and 81% increase in Ω50 in the upland site’s mesquites and grasses, respectively.  

The ending of the monsoon brought about reductions in Ω50 and Ω75 that were, again, 

more substantial for the grasses.  Ω50 and Ω75 of A were significantly greater at the 

riparian (26.77+1.41 and 19.60+1.50, respectively) site than the upland shrubland 
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(18.89+1.94 and 13.29+1.61, respectively), even when pooled across all seasonal periods 

and sites (F1,40 = 304.62 and 338.27; p < 0.001 for Ω50 and Ω75, respectively).  Though 

the temperature response functions of A, Amax, and Topt for the mesquites and grasses 

differed between seasonal periods and among the growth-forms, they were generally less 

variable within the riparian site than within the upland site (Figure 4).  Within mesquites, 

Amax was unchanged with seasonal transitions from an average of 22.6 µmol m-2 s-1, but 

Amax within the grasses increased more than three-fold (234%) in response to the 

monsoon.  Furthermore, Amax within the grasses dropped 75% to even lower rates in the 

post-monsoon, resulting in a significant growth-form-by-period interaction for Amax (F2,40 

= 512.45; p < 0.001; Figure 4d-f).  Amax averaged 7.3 µmol m-2 s-1 greater in the 

mesquites than the grasses in the pre- and post-monsoon, but rates were an average of 32 

µmol m-2 s-1 greater across both growth-forms during the monsoon.  Surprisingly, the Ω50 

and Ω75 for the riparian mesquites were greatest in the pre-monsoon, decreasing in the 

transition to the monsoon and remaining relatively unchanged in the post-monsoon 

(Table 2).  Ω50 and Ω75 for the riparian grasses were greatest in the monsoon, increasing 

11% and 26% over pre-monsoon ranges of functionality.  The changes in Ω75 in response 

to the seasonal transitions were greater than those in Ω50 for the mesquites, while the 

opposite was true for the grasses.  These subtle differences indicate a greater expansion 

and contraction in the area around the peak of the response function (Amax) for the 

mesquites and at the edges of the temperature range within the grasses (Figure 4d-f; 

Table 2).  The Topt at which these Amax occurred was unchanged within the riparian 

mesquites from an average of 27oC (FP), and the Topt for the grasses averaged 33oC in the 
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pre-monsoon and monsoonal periods but dropped to 29oC in the post-monsoon, resulting 

in a significant growth-form-period interaction for Topt (F2,40 = 19.64; p < 0.001). 

 Rates of Amax were greater in this riparian (25.60+2.23) than the upland 

(14.83+2.11) shrubland during all seasonal periods for both mesquites and grasses (F1,40 

= 1156.59; p < 0.001), though differences were smallest during the monsoon.  During the 

pre-monsoon, Amax averaged three times greater in the mesquites within the riparian 

shrubland than those in the upland site and were more than four times greater in the 

grasses (Figure 4a,d).  Throughout the post-monsoon, Amax was approximately twice as 

great in the riparian site for both species (Figure 4c,f).  Ω50 and Ω75 for both growth-

forms were approximately three times greater in the riparian than the upland shrubland 

during the pre-monsoon, and nearly so in the post-monsoon, though the opposite was true 

during the monsoon (Figure 4d-f; Table 2). 

 Rates of leaf-level respiration (RLeaf) followed a linear response to increased 

temperature in all seasons, regardless of physiographic position or growth-form (Figure 

5).  Within the upland shrubland, RLeaf25 became progressively greater (more negative) 

through time within both growth-forms, such that rates were greatest in the post-

monsoon.  Average RLeaf25 was greater in the grasses than mesquites during the monsoon, 

but the opposite was true for the pre- and post-monsoon.  The response of RLeaf to 

temperature (Q10) within upland mesquites was significantly greater in the monsoon 

(1.89) than the pre- (1.50) or post-monsoon (1.58; Figure 5a-c).  As with the upland 

shrubland, mesquites had greater RLeaf25 than the grasses in the pre-monsoon (-3.31+0.91 

and -1.10+0.29, respectively) and post-monsoon (-2.38+0.31 and -1.35+0.18, 
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respectively), but the opposite was true in the monsoon (-1.10+0.16 and -3.28+0.76, 

respectively).  RLeaf25 values for both species within the riparian site were at least twice 

the rates of those in the upland shrubland in every seasonal period (F1,40 = 14.06; p < 

0.05; Figure 5).   

The ratio of RLeaf25 to AGross was much more sensitive to variations in temperature 

during the pre-monsoon than in the monsoon, as evidenced by the curvilinear response 

functions in the upland shrubland and steeply-sloped responses in the riparian site (Figure 

6a,c).  During the monsoon, riparian mesquites and grasses followed a slightly negative 

response, with an average Q10 of 1.6+0.1 during the monsoon, while the upland species 

had an average Q10 of 1.9+0.1 indicating a stronger influence of temperature on RLeaf in 

the upland position.  At the ecosystem scale, REco rarely comprised more than 45% of 

total GEE (Figure 6b,d), except within temperature blocks when NEP, itself, was nearly 

negative.  In these situations, virtually all CO2 flux was an efflux from the ecosystem; 

dashed lines in Figure 6 encircle these points.  Within both shrublands, the ecosystem 

scale REco:GEE response curves for the pre-monsoon peak at lower temperatures than 

those in the monsoon, and the temperatures at which these peaks occur correspond 

directly with the respective Topt of NEP for all but riparian site’s temperature response 

function during the pre-monsoon.   

Soil respiration fluxes  

Average pre-monsoon soil respiratory fluxes (RSoil) were 8720% greater in the riparian 

(1.27 µmol m-2 s-1) than at the upland site (0.14 µmol m-2 s-1; Figure 7b).  RSoil continued 

to be significantly greater in the riparian shrubland than the upland site during the 
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monsoon, though the magnitude of difference was lessened to about 87%. RSoil was 

differentially stimulated in the two shrublands in response to prolonged wetting; the 

transition from pre-monsoon to monsoon increased average RSoil from near-zero levels in 

the upland 16,382%, and 260% in the riparian shrubland.  The end of the monsoon 

reduced RSoil to average efflux rates of 0.9+0.1 µmol m-2 s-1 in the two shrublands.  These 

post-monsoon rates within the upland shrubland remained significantly greater than those 

of the pre-monsoon, though the opposite was true for the riparian site. 

 

Discussion 

This study provides a comprehensive quantification of the temperature sensitivity of both 

the dominant vegetative components within semiarid shrublands of differing 

physiographic position and the ecosystems themselves.  By repeating these measurement 

campaigns, along with estimates of soil respiration, throughout multiple seasonal periods 

we were able to compute changes in those responses due to periods of precipitation input, 

and estimate the role of component fluxes in driving ecosystem scale responses.  Our 

results answer our initial questions, in that we show that: (1) there was a difference in the 

physiological acclimation among the two growth-forms.  Mesquites were able to conduct 

A across a range of temperatures 40-75% greater than co-occurring grasses during dry 

non-monsoonal periods.  In contrast, grasses outperformed mesquites at both shrublands 

during the monsoon.  Physiographic position played an important role in modulating 

these temperature sensitivities, as the range of functional temperatures and maximum 

rates of A were two to three times greater within the riparian shrubland in non-monsoonal 
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periods.  (2) There was a disconnect between ecosystem-and leaf scale temperature 

sensitivities.  Both shrublands were most temperature-sensitive within the monsoon, 

while nearly all mesquites and grasses were conducting A across the largest range of 

temperatures during this period.  These results illustrate that ecosystem-scale restrictions 

in function were not due a constraint in leaf level plant physiological capacity within 

either growth form.  (3) The relative contribution of respiration to gross CO2 flux at both 

leaf  and ecosystem scales were more temperature-sensitive in the upland ecosystem than 

the riparian shrubland.  Soil and leaf respiration from the nitrogen-rich mesquite leaves 

were both major contributors to ecosystem flux, particularly at the riparian site where 

respiratory fluxes were greater across all seasons.  Collectively, our results show both a 

differential physiological acclimation to temperature among mesquites and grasses that 

was tied to physiographic position.  Furthermore, the relative contribution of these 

component fluxes directed ecosystem-scale temperature sensitivity of the shrublands 

depending on the seasonal period.   

 The form of water input into an ecosystem was important to ecosystem 

performance.  Despite receiving 25% more precipitation (Figure 1a,b), the upland 

shrubland was a net source of CO2 (1.69 gC m-2) while the riparian site, in which 

groundwater is more accessible, was a net sink for CO2 from the atmosphere (Figure 2b; 

187 gC m-2) by year’s end.  This significant difference in productivity and therefore rain 

use efficiency, occurred in spite of significantly greater respiratory efflux of CO2 (from 

both leaves and the soil) within the riparian shrubland throughout all periods (Figure 7b).  

Taken together, these results underscore the importance of physiographic position on 
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plant physiological performance.  The upland shrublands had higher degrees of vapor 

pressure deficit (VPD) and less available soil moisture than the riparian site, particularly 

during non-monsoonal periods, both of which are known to drive stomatal closure and 

reduce net A (Barron-Gafford et al. 2007; Berry and Björkman 1980; Fredeen and Sage 

1999; Medlyn et al. 2002a; Monteith 1995; Sage et al. 2008). 

 

Differential temperature sensitivity of grasses and woody plants and the role of 
physiographic position in modulating the sensitivity 
 
Growth forms differed significantly in their rates of Amax, the range of temperatures 

across which they were able to conduct net A, and their responsiveness to the onset of 

precipitation.  Regardless of physiographic position, grasses outperformed mesquites 

within the monsoon, but Amax were two to three times greater within mesquites in the pre- 

and post-monsoonal periods when precipitation input was minimal (Figure 4).  The 

temperature sensitivities of mesquites were about half of that of grasses within the pre-

monsoon within both shrublands, and the range of temperatures across which the 

mesquites were functional at 50% (Ω50) or 75% (Ω75) of Amax was greater than the grasses 

within the monsoon and post-monsoonal periods.  Furthermore, mesquites were 

significantly less responsive to the onset and ending of the monsoon than grasses in both 

shrublands, both in terms of absolute rates of net A and the relaxation of their sensitivities 

to temperature.  Taken together, these results show a greater physiological capacity in 

mesquites than grasses, particularly within dry periods.  Additionally, because these 

findings were ubiquitous across physiographic positions, this enhanced potential for CO2 

uptake was not simply due to phreatophytic use of stable groundwater.   
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Physiographic position modulated all physiological characteristics of growth form 

temperature sensitivities, rates of Amax, and responsiveness to monsoonal precipitation, in 

that the separation between species and sensitivity to temperature and precipitation were 

lessened within the riparian shrubland.  Rates of Amax were greater in this riparian 

shrubland than the upland site during all seasonal periods for both mesquites and grasses, 

though differences were smallest during the monsoon (Figure 4).  During the pre-

monsoon, rates of Amax were three to four times greater in mesquites and grasses within 

the riparian shrubland than those in the upland site and approximately twice as great 

throughout the post-monsoon.  Similarly, the Ω50 and Ω75 of A for both mesquites and 

grasses were nearly three times greater in the riparian than the upland shrubland during 

non-monsoonal periods, though the opposite was true during the monsoon.  Collectively, 

these finding demonstrate that ecosystems undergoing vegetative change are likely to see 

enhanced performance in the woody plants than the native grasses, particularly under 

predicted precipitation patterns of longer interstorm periods of drought.  However, the 

degree of separation between the growth forms and the responsiveness of both species to 

precipitation input are reduced in ecosystems that are more connected to stable 

groundwater sources. 

 

Disconnect between ecosystem and leaf scale temperature sensitivities  

 Maximum rates of net ecosystem productivity (NEPmax) were nine times more 

responsive to the onset of the monsoon in the upland than the riparian shrubland, and the 

Ω50 and Ω75 of NEPmax were nearly twice that as the upland throughout all seasonal 
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periods (Table 1, Figure 3).  Jointly, these results reveal that a greater connectivity to 

groundwater resulted in both a relaxed dependence of ecosystem performance on 

precipitation input and greater potential for ecosystem scale temperature acclimation.  

Sapflow-measured transpiration in upland mesquite have shown a significantly reduced 

total daily water use between conditions of lower available soil moisture and higher VPD 

relative to an environment characterized by abundant soil moisture and relatively lower 

evaporative demand (Dugas et al. 1992).  Interestingly, rates of whole-tree transpiration 

in those mesquites were relatively similar mid-morning, after which the concomitant 

stress of high temperatures and VPD began to limit plant function in the drier ecosystem.  

Reduced rates of NEP at higher temperatures and lower Ω50 and Ω75 within the upland 

relative to the riparian shrubland were not due to higher RSoil efflux countering plant 

uptake at higher temperatures in the upland (Figure 7b).  Rather, these declines appear to 

be linked to reduced rates of A under the combined atmospheric conditions of high 

temperatures and high VPD characteristic of the upland site (Figure 2c,d). 

Despite a considerable increase in NEPmax, both shrublands experienced a 

significant reduction in Ω50 and Ω75 with the transition from the pre-monsoon to the 

monsoon, but this increase in temperature sensitivity was more substantial for the riparian 

shrubland than the upland site (Table 1).  This reduced range of functional temperatures 

was contrary to our expectations given that the riparian site is the wetter of the two 

shrublands and that both ecosystems would now have more available soil water than any 

other time of year.  Because we had quantified the temperature responses of the mesquite 

and grasses that compose these shrublands, we found that the increased temperature 
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sensitivity of the upland shrubland was not due to a restriction in the leaf level plant 

physiological capacity of either growth-form, as Ω50 and Ω75 actually increased an 

average of 68% and 83% in the mesquites and grasses from the pre-monsoon to the 

monsoon (Table 2, Figure 4a,b).  Rather, the ecosystem scale reduction in Ω50 and Ω75 

were likely tied to the relative contribution of component fluxes and the transition of 

dominance from a species with a wider range of temperature function (mesquites) to one 

more constrained by temperature (grasses).  During the pre-monsoon grasses had minimal 

rates of A and were contributing little to total ecosystem scale flux.  However, in the 

transition to the monsoon, average grass Amax was nearly three times (157%) that of the 

mesquites and, therefore, was likely the dominant contributor to total ecosystem flux.  A 

similar explanation can be given for the increased temperature sensitivity of the riparian 

ecosystem, though the mesquites within that shrubland also experienced a small reduction 

in Ω50 due to reduced A at higher temperatures.  Ω50 and Ω75 of NEP increased to their 

highest levels among all seasonal periods for both shrublands in the post-monsoon.  We 

hypothesize that this is due to the concomitant effects of a 45% and 72% greater Ω50 and 

Ω75 in mesquites than the grasses in the post-monsoon and a greater capacity for 

assimilation in mesquites than grasses in the post-monsoon, as quantified by an average 

of 89% higher Amax. 

 

The relative contribution of respiration to gross CO2 flux at the leaf and ecosystem scales 
 
There was a strong temperature response of ecosystem scale respiration (REco; Q10 > 1.5, 

when linear) within the riparian shrubland during all seasons and in the upland during the 
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monsoon and post-monsoon (Figure 3d-f).  The near-zero efflux rates and lack of a 

temperature response in REco within the dry upland during the pre-monsoon were likely 

tied to the minimal rates of leaf level A within both growth forms that would yield few 

root exudates to feed microbial respiration.  REco25 was significantly greater in the riparian 

site than the upland site during all seasonal periods, but the greatest differences between 

the shrublands came during this pre-monsoon period when efflux rates were an order of 

magnitude larger.  Relatively high REco rates have been documented in mixed and 

mesquite dominated riparian ecosystems during the dry pre-monsoon because of 

mesquite access to groundwater (Scott et al. 2006b).  Without also measuring component 

fluxes of mesquite and grass RLeaf and RSoil, one must estimate their relative contributions 

to ecosystem efflux.  We found that a significant portion of REco came from foliar 

respiration, as RLeaf25 within riparian shrubland was -6.0 and -1.9 µmol m-2s-1 in the 

mesquites and grasses, respectively, but RSoil25 was only 1.3 µmol m-2s-1
.  The relative 

contribution of REco to gross ecosystem exchange of carbon (GEE) remained between 20-

40% for both shrublands.  The exception to this being that at temperature extremes when 

NEP itself was near zero, virtually all exchange of CO2 resulted an efflux from the 

ecosystem (Figure 6b,d).  The shape of this REco:GEE temperature response function was 

much more convex in the upland shrubland, suggesting that the relative contribution of 

respiration to gross flux CO2 flux was less sensitive to temperature in the riparian 

shrubland.  The temperature at which this REco:GEE function and the temperature at 

which NEPmax peaked corresponded almost exactly with one another within shrubland 

during each growing season.  Together, these findings demonstrate that these ecosystems 
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were functioning best at specific temperatures, beyond which their carbon balance 

became less of a net sink for CO2.  

  

Summary and conclusions 

We found that having a connectivity to stable groundwater sources decoupled leaf and 

ecosystem scale temperature sensitivity relative to comparable sites lacking such 

supplies.  This access to groundwater not only resulted in a near-doubling of the range of 

temperatures across which the ecosystem could assimilate CO2 at near-peak rates, but 

also actual rates of CO2 uptake.  When precipitation was relatively abundant, rates of net 

ecosystem productivity were 1.5 times greater in the upland site and became five times 

greater when in dry periods.  Leaf level rates of carbon flux were also dramatically 

influenced by stable groundwater availability, in that rates of photosynthesis were 

significantly greater within mesquites and bunchgrasses in the site with access than the 

one without.  Furthermore, the temperature sensitivity in the wetter shrubland was about 

1/3rd that in the drier ecosystem during periods of little to no precipitation.  Given 

projections of more variable precipitation and increased temperatures, these differences 

in physiological capacity among growth forms is likely to drive patterns ecosystem scale 

carbon flux depending on the degree of woody versus grass cover within shrublands.  As 

access to stable subsurface water declines with decreased precipitation input, these 

differential patterns of temperature sensitivity among growth forms will only become 

more important in determining ecosystem carbon source/sink status. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1 ~ Precipitation and weekly averages of daytime maximum and minimum 

temperatures for the upland (a) and riparian (b) shrublands, and average weekly levels of 

vapor pressure deficit (VPD) within these same ecosystems (c,d), for 2007.  Weekly 

averages of soil moisture at the 5cm (e), 10cm (g), and 50cm (i) depths within the upland 

shrubland and at the riparian site for these same depths (f, h, j, respectively).  Vertical 

dashed lines represent the partitioning between the seasonal periods. 

 

Figure 2 ~ (a) Net ecosystem exchange of carbon (NEE) and precipitation throughout the 

entire annual cycle, and (b) cumulative NEE (SNEE) across this same time period for 

both an upland and riparian shrubland.  Data are presented in atmospheric notation, such 

that CO2 uptake from the atmosphere is illustrated as a negative value and efflux to the 

atmosphere yield a positive value.  The difference between weekly averages of air 

temperature (c; ΔAir temp), vapor pressure deficit (d; ΔVPD), and three depths of 

volumetric soil moisture (e; ΔSoil moisture) in the upland relative to the riparian 

shrublands, such that positive values of ΔAir temp and ΔVPD indicate a warmer and drier 

environment in the upland than the riparian ecosystem.  Vertical dashed lines represent 

the partitioning between the seasonal periods. 
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Figure 3 ~ (a-c) Net ecosystem productivity (NEP) throughout the pre-monsoon, 

monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods across the range of temperatures that the upland 

(black circles) and riparian shrublands (grey triangles) experienced.  (d-f) Ecosystem 

respiration rates (REco) across these same seasonal periods are shown for both sites.  Data 

are presented in the traditional plant physiological manner in which positive rates of NEP 

indicate net CO2 uptake from the atmosphere, rather than in atmospheric notation, to aid 

in comparison between ecosystem and leaf level data. 

 

Figure 4 ~ (a-c) Leaf level rates of maximum net photosynthesis across a 25oC range of 

temperatures for C3 mesquites and C4 grasses within and upland shrubland during the 

pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods.  (d-f) Same as above but for the C3 

mesquites and C4 grasses located in the riparian ecosystem.  Measurements were carried 

out on five individuals within each shrubland in each seasonal period. 

 

Figure 5 ~ (a-c) Rates of leaf level respiration across a 25oC range of temperatures for C3 

mesquites and C4 grasses within an upland shrubland during the pre-monsoon, monsoon, 

and post-monsoonal periods.  (d-f) Same as above but for the C3 mesquites and C4 

grasses located in the riparian ecosystem.  Measurements were carried out on five 

individuals within each shrubland in each seasonal period. 
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Figure 6 ~ The ratio of leaf level respiration to gross photosynthesis (RLeaf:AGross) across a 

range of temperatures for the dominant vegetation within an upland (a) and riparian 

shrubland (c) during the pre-monsoon (black shapes) and the monsoonal (grey shapes) 

periods.  Circles represent leaf level responses of the mesquites, and the triangles 

correspond to the grasses.  The ratio of ecosystem level respiration to gross 

photosynthesis (REco:GEE) across a range of temperatures for the upland (b) and riparian 

shrubland (d) during the pre-monsoon (black shapes) and the monsoonal (grey shapes) 

periods.  Dashed lines encircle temperature blocks when NEP was, itself, nearly negative 

(Figure 3) such that virtually all CO2 flux was an efflux from the ecosystem.  

 

Figure 7 ~ (a) A timeline of precipitation throughout the entire annual cycle at both and  

upland (black bars) and riparian (dark grey bars) shrublands.  (b) Rates of soil respiration  

within upland (black plot) and riparian (dark grey plot) shrublands conducted within the  

pre-monsoon, monsoon, and post-monsoonal periods along with measures of average 0- 

5cm depth soil moisture across both shrublands (light grey line) throughout the entire  

year.  Vertical dashed lines represent the partitioning between the seasonal periods.
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Table 1 (Ecosystem-scale) and Table 2 (Leaf-scale) give the range across which ecosystems of leaves of the bunchgrasses and 
mesquites within those ecosystems were able to conduct rates of net CO2 assimilation at 50% (Ω50) and 75% (Ω75) of maxima uptake. 
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